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Rev. Calvin Rogen, .. South Portland pastor, prays for .. man who came forward In the revival tent at Deering Oaks Park.
CBW/Tonee Har!lert

Canvas cathedrals
By

w.o. Cutlip

To begin with, you must believe with all your heart,
with all your soul, and with all your mind, that the
follOwing conversations actually took place. If you do
not believe, you are lost.
One day, a journalist, a Man of Letters, was waiting
on the Peaks Island dock to catch a ferry. He was
approached by a woman of the world, a Liberal, who
asked him where he was going on the boat and what
he would do there.
"I am going to the Tent Meetings," said the journalist, "to hear the Christians speak of their God."
"The tent meetings," she repeated, wondering if the
journalist were pulling her leg.
"Yes, the tent meetings."
She was very concerned.

"Scary," she said . "Frightening. Don't go."
"Why not?" asked the journalist, somewhat annoyed. But the woman did not explain.
"Don't be seduced," was all she would say. The
woman walked away.
Then another woman approached the journalist, a
Conservative. She gazed upon him with great friendliness and said, "Did I hear you say you were going to
the Tent Meetings?"
"Yes," he said, "I am a journalist. I am going to the
Tent Meetings to hear the Christians speak of their
God."
"How nice! Do you work for the daily paper?"
"No," he said, "I write for the Casco Bay Weekly, an
Instrument of Community Understanding."
Then did the woman's face cloud up like an approaching tornado and her chin begin to quiver as a

The media march
By Dennis Perrill

As the agents of war line up for battle in the

Middle East, the U.S. media lace up their boots and
prepare to march. It's a disturbing sight.
Articles and television reports combined to make
Saddam Hussein worthy of the worst Hollywood
Arab. Within days of Iraq's invasion the U.S. media
had stretched Saddam's nastiness to fantastic
lengths, surpassing the White House in negative
promotion.

leaf shaken by the wind. "I see," she said. "You're
going to go make fun of the people at the Tent Meetings, right?"
"No," said the journalist. "I am only going to hear
the Christians speak of their God."
But the angry woman was led away by a man who
regarded the journalist as if the latter had just defecated upon the sidewalk.
The journalist looked up into the heavens and
prayed: "Lord, how do I get myself into these things?"
But the Lord did not answer him
Then did the journalist sigh. Hanging his head, he
prophesied, "This is going to be a very weird story."
And so it came to pass...
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There is no doubt that Saddam Hussein oversees
a bloody and repressive regime. But when the U.s.
media trace George Bush's well-trained lips and cry,
"Naked aggression," they ignore the longstanding
position of the Bush Administration: Saddam was
just fine, so long as he played by the rules.
Many of the same news organizations are among
this country's best watchdogs during peacetime, but
their journalistic convictions are abandoned with
apparent ease in their eagerness to march to war.
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project. On Aug. 31, Brennan
called a press conference to
announce his stance on the
$100 million widening project,
but still didn't say whether he
was for or against adding a
lane to the highway.
Brennan suggested that the
Maine Turnpike Authority
(MT A) be "absorbed" into the
Maine Department of Transportation (001'). Brennan said
the "new, unified" OOT
should then "publicly state the
priorities of the (OOn. If, after
this reassessment, the turnpike
widening is Maine's top
priority, then the road should
be widened. If the higher
priority is other roads, then
the other roads should be
worked on first."
Reporters who had scurried
to the press conference left not
knowing whether Brennan
was for the turnpike-widening
or not. '" think his position is
really a non-position," said
Willis Lyford, a spokesman for
the McKernan campaign.
'''This is just a smokescreen
because Joe Brennan couldn't
come up with a position and
didn't want to alienate people
on either side of the issue. So
he stuck close to the fence."
"I'm not straddling the
fence at all," said Brennan. ",
think I have come out for
careful planning."
"Leadership is about
staking out a position and
making choices and Joe
Brennan has decided it's better
to straddle this issue," said
Lyford. ''It doesn't say much
about his ability to make
decisions. "
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A review of the top news stories .tfectlng
Gre.ter Portland: Aug. 27 through Sept. 4, 1990.

Maine reservists,
Bush leave Maine
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While vacationing in
Maine, President George Bush
told some Maine reservists to
punch out of their day jobs
and pitch in with the Middle
East military effort. Maine
troops left for posts both in
this country and abroad. On
Aug. 30, 13 soldiers from an
Army National Guard base in
Augusta left for a base in Fort
Devens, Mass. The unit will
train in Fort Devens while
awaiting orders that could
bring them to Saudi Arabia or
elsewhere in the Middle East,
Europe or the United States.
On Aug. 31, 22 Navy
reservists left Bangor. It was
the first 1IIlvai unit in the
country to go overseas, but
where exactly the unit went is
classified, according to a Navy
spokesman. (The Associated
Press has reported that the
unit was deployed to Saudi
Arabia.) Another group of 37
Navy reservists left Maine on
Aug. 29. A hospital unit, they
are currently stationed at a
hospital in Groton, Conn.
Once he had called reservists to duty, President George
Bush concluded his
Kennebunkport vacation of
more than three weeks.

Gun shots, booze
shots and Chitwood

VIDEOPORT

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of prints ~lus
Free film every day of the week!
Pictures bring. it home.
Two convenient locations:
30 City Cell/er. P0/11111ul • 772-7296
71 US' ROllt~ I, Scarbomugh • 883-7363

A new Maine law entitles
bar owners to post signs in
their establishments that make
it illegal for their customers to
carry guns. The law states that
if bar owners post a sign
saying there are no guns
allowed in the bar, then
patrons who tote guns in the
bar are guilty of a Class D
crime. The law also makes it a
crime to be found intoxicated
in a bar while carrying a gun.
On Aug. 31, Portland Police
Chief Michael Olitwood
mailed a letter to 135 bar and
restaurantownerstoUUorm
them of the new law.
But the letter drew fire
from some bar owners. Bar of
Soap owneF Mark Hider
responded to the letter by
posting a sign in his bar that
said "Guns Allowed." Hider
has been been in a legal battle
with the PPD for nearly a year
trying to acquire a concealed
gun permit. "(Chitwood) is
just totally anti-gun, period,"
said Hider.
''I think it's the most
ludicrous thing in the world,"
added R Steven Harris, owner
of Portland pubs Russki's and
Rosie's, Harris said that a sign
warning against people
carrying guns will hurt
business when it "turns
people off at the door." Harris
said he has never seen a gun

in his 15 years working in
Portland bars, and that even if
there were a problem, posting
a sign wouldn't address it.
"Put a sign in that says 'No
Guns Allowed' in a bank and
see if it stops any robberies,"
he suggested.
Portland Deputy Chief John
Brennan said that "patrol
officers are responding to
more and more incidents in
bars when someone is reportedly anned." With 700 concealed-gun permit holders in
Portland, Brennan said that it
is "naive to think that. .. none
of them take it out on a
Saturday night."

Andrews' campaign
robbed, "sabotage"
suspected
The campaign headquarters
of Sen. Thomas Andrews was
broken into over Labor Day
weekend and a Macintosh
computer and two external
hard drives valued at more
than $10,000 were stolen.
"Sabotage shouldn't be
ruled out here," said Dennis
Bailey, Andrews' press
secretary. Bailey said that "it
was hard to believe it was a
random robbery" because of
the selectivity of the theft.
While the robbers made off
with the computer drives that
stored information, they left
the keyboard and "mouse"
without which the computer is
useless and difficult to fence,
Bailey said. Moreover, the
robbers did not take two
VCRs, a 1V set and a laser
printer worth several thousand dollars.
Following the robbery was
a weekend of nail-biting in the
Andrews camp, where supporters feared more than eight
months of effort compiling
mailing lists, voter lists and
campaign strategies had been
lost. But on Sept. 4, it was
confirmed that most of the
information on the stolen
computers had been "backed
up" on computer disks and
could be easily retrieved. "
The robbery occurred
between 10:30 p.m on Sept. 1
and 8:30 a.m. on Sept. 2. It is
being investigated by the
Portland Police Department.

Brennan takes
stand on Turnpike
(sort of)
For weeks, Gov. John R
McKernan has hounded
gubernatorial challenger
Congressman Joseph R
Brennan to "get off the fence"
and take a stand on the
proposed Maine Turnpikewidening between Wells and
Scarborough. McKernan is an
ardent supporter of the

Greyhound strikers
rally on Labor Day

-'

An estimated 300 supporters showed up for a rally at
the St. John Street Greyhound
bus terminal on Labor Day.
Representatives of labor
unions including the Teamsters' Union, the Bakers'
Union, Local VI from Bath
Iron Works and the Maine
Teachers Association joined
striking Greyhound workers
in a show of solidarity. The
protestors taunted "scab"
drivers and sat in front of
buses attempting to pull out of
the Greyhound parking lot,
but police made no arrests.
Democratic political hopefuls
Congressman Joseph Brennan,
state Rep. Neil Rolde, and
state Sen. Thomas Andrews all
made stump speeches at the
rally.

Bad wrap 86'd
Three Maine laws targeting
environmentally dubious
packaging took effect on Sept.
1. Aseptic packages (aka "juice
packs" and "brick packs")
have been banned because
their inseparable layers of
paper, aluminum and plastic
are difficult to recycle. Wine
bottles are now included in
Maine's bottle bill, carrying a
15-cent deposit. Finally,
plastic rings that hold together
six-packs of beer and soda
have also been banned. The
rings have been blamed for
the frequent entangling and
killing of birds and marine
life.
A recently formed group
calling themselves the Maine
Citizens for Environmental
Studies is taking issue with the

aseptic packaging law. The
group is supported by the
Aseptic Packaging Council. In
a full-page advertisement in
the Sept. 2 Maine Sunday
Telegram, the group faulted
the aseptic package ban for
allowing dairy products and
cider to continue being
packaged in asceptic boxes
while banning all other uses.
"What we think is that this
issue was not really studied,"
the advertisement said. "In
fact, no one really knows the
effect this ban has on the
environment at all."
"We agree that the jury is
still out on the the environmental impacts of aseptic
packaging." said Denise Lord,
director of planning for the
fledgling Maine Waste Management. But Lord said that
the growing popularity of
aseptic packaging threatens to
undermine Maine's expanding
bottle bill. If beverage makers
continue to use aseptic packaging rather than recyclable
bottles and cans, it "presents a
potential for actually increasing the level of waste," Lord
said. '''That piece of legislation
sent a very strong message to
manufacturers across the
country to be very careful
about the amount and type of
packaging they use."

EPA sues So.
Portland over
sewage discharges

The u.s, Department of
Environmental Protection
(DEP) is suing the City of
South Portland over sewage
being released into Casco Bay.
According to a suit filed in
U.S. District Court in Portland
on Aug. 30., the city has
violated the Clean Water Act
by discharging sewage into
Casco Bay that has not been
treated adequately or not been
treated at all. The suit charged
that "Since at least January of
1986... South Portland has
frequently, consistently and
intentionally bypassed incoming flows of wastewater
around" the Waterman Drive
plant.
South Portland Assistant
City Manager Jeffrey Jordan
said that the suit from the EPA
stems from the fact that 40
percent of the sewer lines in
South Portland combine
rainwater with wastewater. In
periods of heavy rain, the
levels of the combined water
rise so high that water exits
the system from 19 different
combined-sewer overflow
points and goes directly into
Casco Bay. Jordan and City
Manager Jerre Bryant admit
that the system is inadequate
but said that the EPA approved and partially funded
that system in the 19705.
Jordan said that the city is
planning to spend $8.8 million
over the next seven years
toward separating the rainwater and sewer water lines and
more than doubling the
capacity of water the
Waterman Drive plant can
treat. The capacity increase is
resting on a $2.1 million bond
issue that will go to South
Portland voters in November.
The DEP asks in the suit for
the city to pay penalties as
high as $10,000 per day for
violations before 1987 and up
to $25,000 per day for viola-

tions after that. But Jordan
said that he expects the suit
with the EPA to be settled out
of court.

Portland's Murray
named to Maine
Superior Court
Portland lawyer Peter L.
Murray has been appointed to
the Maine Superior Court by
Gov. John McKernan. Murray
is a founder and partner in the
Portland law firm of Murray,
Plumb, and Murray. He has
provided legal counsel to the
Maine Superintendent of
Insurance, done extensive trial
work, and taught at Harvard
Law School for nine years.
Murray ran unsuccessfully for
a Portland City Council seat in
1976 and a seat in the Maine
House of Representatives in
1988. Murray's appointment
must be approved first by the
Judiciary Committee and then
by the Senate. If approved,
Murray will replace Superior
Court Justice Morton Brody,
who left for a seat on the
Maine Supreme Judicial Court
in May.

State cops to tape
drunk drivers
In an attempt to make the
roads safer from drunk
driving year round, the Maine
State Police are currently
arming themselves with 25
video cameras and recording
eqqipment. Drunk drivers can
look forward to being videotaped while they're tanked,
and seeing the footage replayed in court. Stephen
McCauseland, a spokesman
for the MaIne Department of
Public Safety, said people
"slurring words and failing
sobriety tests mi~rably" often
appear in court "with a new
haircut and a suit and tie and
often are as mild- mannered as
you and I." The video cameras
will be mounted directly
behind troopers' driver's seats
and the cops will film people
driving recklessly as well as
struggling with sobriety tests,
McCauseland said. The
officers will also be wired with
recording equipment.
Maine troopers have yet to
use footage in court, but
added that in the more than 65
law enforcement agencies in
the nation that videotape
drunk drivers, "conviction
rates have gone up dramatically."
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rBaltimore police officer
Charles Joseph Carey was
loading his .38-caliber revolver
getting ready for work when
he shot himself in the right
foot. In New York, Louis
Raiford Jr., chief of the city's
housing department police,
was cleaning his .38-caliber
pistol when it fired. The bullet
went through a wall to an
. adjoining office, where it
lodged in the coat of Assistant
Chief Peter Cummings.
RolRnd Sweet/AlterNet
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SEPTEMBER CONCERT SCHEDULE

:>- 9{7 Booba Barnes & The Playboys

AuthentiC Delta blues from Greenville, Miss.

Reported I1y Andy Newman

WEIRD NEWS:
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9/8
9/9
9/10
9/12
9/13

Rockin'Vibration Dance hall reggae
Papa Loves Mambo
Southern Maine Blues Society Blues Jam
Red Light Revue
Johnson Children Benefit music provided by
Mama Tongue, Rockln' Vibration & Bates Motel

9/14 Human Radio presented by WBLM
9/15 Skatalites from Jamaica •
9/20 Lonnie Brooks
9/20 The Seldom Scene
9/26 Merle Saunders
9/28 & 9/29 Loudon Wainwright III
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These new and
returning advertisers
help support us in our
effort to provide you
with an alternative to
the daily news.

land's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
"Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!
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THE MEDIA MARCH
Continued from fronl pa~

After wholeheartedly endorsing the invasion of Panama,
journalists now take offense as Iraqi tanks move across
vanquished Kuwait. Most are unable to see any parallel
between the two invasions.
Appearing on a C-SPAN phone-in show for Aug. 6, Brian
Duffy, assistant managing editor of U.S. News & World
Report, was directly confronted with this issue by a caller.
Duffy replied that Noriega's government was "illegitimate"
and therefore deserved attack, while Kuwaiti royalty merited admiration and national sovereignty. Duffy offered
hyperbole in place of evidence to support his swift conclusion.
And why not? When the majority of the press corps
accept the same skewed perspective, who among them will
bother straightening the twists and turns of logic and fact?
(And, indeed, who among their publishers and owners?
Newspaper sales and news-show ratings have risen since
the crisis began.)
Selective outrage to Saddam Hussein's aggression poured
from print and broadcast media, and at times the faint line
between press and state vanished altogether. NBC Nightly
News for Aug. 8 contained an ultra-fantasy sequence
introduced by Tom Brokaw. Two retired colonels, Harry
Summers and William Taylor, played the roles of the
multinational forces and a mad Saddam Hussein respectively. Standing over a map of the Middle East these military thespians barked threats at one another and promised
massive mutual destruction. It was the ultimate in disinfotainment, shabby drama intending to be, in Brokaw's
words, "theory in a TV studio." Such is the condition of
"news" at NBC.
There is no doubt that Saddam Hussein oversees a brutal
and sanguinary government. He is intolerant of dissent,
uses the noose and bullet to maintain obedience, and has
unleashed the horror of chemical weapons upon thousands
of civilians. Of course Saddam is not the first national leader
to act ruthlessly, nor is he alone in slaughtering the innocent. The United States turned Southeast Asia into a craterpocked graveyard for at least two million peasants, many of
whom suffered the chemical nightmare of napalm and
Agent Orange. So when reporters pounce on the savage
aspects of Saddam Hussein and depict his crimes as exceptionally uncivilized, one must remember the broader context
of world history and resist being dragged along.

Taking care of George
Resistance to overstatement and hysteria is, however, a
lonely task. Within days of Iraq's invasion the U.S. media
had stretched Saddam's nastiness to fantastic lengths,
surpassing the White House in negative promotion. Time
magazine said of Saddam, "On meeting him a visitor is first
struck by his eyes, cracking with alertness and at the same
time cold and remorseless as snake eyes on the sides of dice.
They are the eyes of a killer." George Will, in successive
syndicated columns, called Saddam "more virulent" than
Mussolini, then expanded him to "Hitlerian" proportions.
A.M. Rosenthal, in a frenzied Aug. 9 New York Times piece,
"Saddam's Next Target," conceded that although Hussein is
barbarous, "not every Iraqi is an evil dreamer of death."
Articles and television reports combined to make Saddam
Hussein a crazed desert killer.
Meantime, the character of George Bush received constant polish and attentive care_ CBS News correspondent
Leslie Stahl, on Aug. 7, spoke of Bush's "unique" diplomatic
style. "That same day in The New York Tunnes, Maureen
Dowd, who excels in flattering profiles of Administration
figures, showed Bush to be a man of fluid action. In the
Au.g. 8 Chicago Tribune, Nicholas Horrock wrote, "(Bush)
has sent more troops, ships and planes into a trouble spot
than any recent president. He has decided to act, setting
himself eyeball-to-eyeball with a dictator - no puny leader of
an obscure island but a tough militarist fresh from an eightyear war so vicious and devastating that it was likened to
World War I." The brave image of Bush is bolstered while
mention of U.S. tactical support of Iraq in the "vicious and
devastating" Gulf war is omitted (as was reference to Bush's
financial loans to the Iraqi leader). Horrock paints the Bush
Administration as a noble opponent of aggression when the
reality - that Saddam was just fine so long as he played by
the rules - is quite different.
With the overthrow of the Kuwaiti Emir, a man not loved
by the majority of the Arab world, journalists dashed to

lend comfort to other U.S. friends in the region. Eric Pace, in
an Aug. 11 New York Times article, "House of Saud: From
Mud Fort to Oil Billions," put forth a tame profile of Saudi
Arabia's ruling monarchy. ("Business has been good," he
gushed, indicating that Saudi oil wells are a fitting military
investment.) Apparently this was to let readers become
better acquainted with King Fahd and family since U.S.
troops are massing to defend their kingdom. Absent from
Pace's tidy piece was the brutality inherent to the Saudi
throne. It took USA Today's Al Neuharth on Aug. 10 to
bluntly announce these awful features, among them: "No
democracy. No political parties. No parliament. No constitution ... No humanity or compassion. lhieves have their
hands, arms, feet or legs cut off. Capital crimes are punished
by public beheading ceremonies. The king personally
approves each. In 1989, there were 110 beheadings."
Also on Aug. 10, the Wall Street Journal performed a
public relations service for the Turkish regime, "The Forgotten Ally." The editors, longtime fans of Turkey's "democracy" (and other profitable tyrannies), argued that this
NATO frontline state should be granted the respect it
deserves, especially with Iraq on the loose. Journal editors
shamelessly touted Turkey's human rights record, declaring
that its government "provides a haven" for refugees, the
long-suffering Kurds included. Amnesty International, in its
1990 annual report, says of Turkey:
''Thousands of people were imprisoned for political
reasons, including hundreds of prisoners of conscience ...
among them members of political organizations, trade
unions and banned Kurdish groups, as well as journalists
and religious activists ... The use of torture continued to be
widespread and systematic... Iranian asylum-seekers,
including some recognized as refugees by the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
were forcibly returned to Iran."

Marching through the haze
Amid the haze of bad reporting stood a number of
levelheaded accounts. Conservative columnists Rowland
Evans and Robert Novak, on the op-ed page of the Aug. 8
Washington Post, attacked the rhetorical "Overkill on
Saddam," and noted Bush's lack of outrage when his "old
Chinese friends" murdered students in Tianarunen Square,
which "obviously does not carry anything like the stigma of
cross-border invasions."
The Washington Post for Aug. 9 carried a critical overview of the media demonization of the Iraqi leader,
"Saddam Hussein: Monster in the Making," by Marjorie
Williams. The CBS Evening News, broadcasting from
Amman, Jordan, presented Dan Rather on Aug 6 and Bob
Simon on Aug 7 getting the Arab view from the street. The
Los Angeles Times ran a couple of hearty critiques of the
Bush policy, one by radical scribe Alexander Cockburn on
Aug 6, the other by Tom Bethell, Washington editor of the
conservative American Spectator, on Aug. 8.
Perhaps most illuminating, if only for an instant, was a
panel of four Arab-Americans assembled on the Aug. 7
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour. Popular radio and television
personality Casey Kasem was particularly outspoken,
condemning Iraq's invasion, outlining the double standards
between treatment of Israel and Arab countries (human
rights, respect of borders), and blasting racist caricatures of
Arabs in American popular culture. A rare moment. This
brief excursion into diversity was buried the following
night, Aug. 8, when MacNeil/Lehrer put together an all proBush panel which included right-wing writer Midge Deeter.
The highlight of the program came when Deeter complained
that the other conservative policy analysts were being too
soft on Saddam (this after they discussed military options).
Such constricted debate, the general rule at MacNeil/Lehrer,
makes the Arab-American segment all the more exceptional.
Despite the patches of critical observation, a great number
of U.s. journalists see nothing improper with following the
Administration to war. It would be one thing if subservience
were forced and reporters faced physical intimidation. But
their subservience is voluntary, allegiance freely given
without second thoughts. The Gulf crisis proves that journalistic conviction for many is merely a series of vacant
cliches when government sounds the call to battle,

Dennis Perrin is G medila critic rl{fi/ialed with F.Al.R. (FRirness mtd
Acamcy in Reporting).

Our new ULTRA futon.
Nine inches thick - 30 layers of pure cotton - with 2 inch foam core: the
perfect alternative to a mattress. Enjoy a naturally firm, breathable sleep
surface that conforms to your body contours while giving maximum support
to your spine.

Wise consumers know that all futons are not created equal. All our futons
are made of exclusive 'joy" batting, a superior cleaned, combed 100% cotton
which offers unmatched breath ability, comfort and support. Corded squared
edges and firmly tied tufts every 12 inches prevent lumping or shifting.
Tightly covered with a sturdy fabric shell, our futons are flfffi yet supportive.
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Evangelist James Reynolds reaches out and touches worshipers during his tent service.

CANVAS CATHEDRALS
It's Youth Night at the Greater Portland Tent Meetings Crusade and Lou Leno, a weightlifting evangelist from upstate New
York, is talking about the name of Jesus.
"Does anybody here have any authority in their name?"
People seated here and there around the tent shake their heads:
No sir, ain't no authority in my name. "That's right," he says.
"Only the name of Jesus has any authority in it. Because, as it
says in Phillipians 2:10, ' ...at the name of Jesus every knee shall
bow, in heaven and on Earth and under the earth, and every
tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the
Father: Does anybody here have power in his name?"
Once again it is evident that nobody in the tent feels safe in
making that kind of claim.
'That's right. The only name that has any power in it is the
name of Jesus. In Acts 3:16 it says, 'By faith in the name of Jesus,
this man whom you see and know was made strong. It is Jesus'
name and the faith that comes through him that has given this
complete healing to him, as you can all see.'"
Lou sets the microphone down and steps off the front of the
stage. He picks up a barbell and attempts to "deadlift" 500-0dd
pounds. Three hundred people lift with him; they lean forward,
holding their collective breath, some standing on their chairs to
see better. When the weights leave the ground, everyone in the
room is vicariously lifted. Lou smiles humbly at the applause.

That spectacle behind him, he puts 195 pounds on the barbell
with a little help and begins to do a few curls, all the while
explaining that his power is nothing next to God's power. "We
are all like insects," he says, "compared to the power of the
Almighty God."
After Lou leaves the stage, the Rev. Calvin Rogers, tonight'S
master of ceremonies, asks for a few testimonies from the audience. One man, a grizzled soldier in the Salvation Army, takes the
microphone gingerly from the Rev. Rogers' hands and, in a husky
voice, tells his audience of a life lost and found; of God's healing
and of His tender mercies. His eyes fill with tears as he solemnly
declares: "I love the Lord. And you should too!"
Another man grabs the microphone with great zeal and gusto
and says, "Do you know this is the devil's field here? This
(Deering Oaks) is the devil's field. Thank God we have a tent
right here, praising God's name, to curse the devil out of this
field!"
This remark is met with a furious volley of applause. The Rev.
Rogers, caught up in the excitement of the moment, reflexively
hands the microphone to the next man in line, a man who happens to be wearing an ankle-length calico skirt.
Revulsion spreads through the tent in a wave. The greatest fear
of conservative Christianity has apparently just been realized:
the entire group will now be addressed by a transvestite. People
squirm in their seats and look at each other incredulously,
doubting their senses. Is this really happening?
When the man in the skirt speaks, the level of discomfort in the
tent is redoubled. His words are garbled; he seems to be fatally
stoned or dead drunk or both. (He is, in fact, developmentally
disabled .) Something is obviously very wrong here ...
Rev. Rogers, who has been trying desperately to act as if all
were well, finally takes the microphone firmly but gently out of
the hands of the man in the skirt, who is promptly hustled
offstage, shouting incoherently, by an elderly security officer.
The people in the tent breath a collective sigh of relief.
"Praise the Lord," says Rev. Rogers.

conservatism.
It's as if the Holy Spirit had descended upon the Republican
National Committee in the form of a dove, and a voice from
heaven had been heard to say: "This is my party, in which I am
well represented."
One of the key elements in Ronald Reagan's original bid for
the presidency in 1980 was the argument that the federal budget
needed to be balanced, and that the government could therefore
no longer bear the principal burden of supporting the poor.
Anyway, said Ronald Reagan and company, looking after the
needs of the poor was the church's responSibility in the first
place, and the church would dam well pick up where the government left off.
And so federal services to the poor and elderly were cut back
considerably in the decade that followed. But the statistical
evidence suggests that the church did not take up that slack. The
poor, whom Jesus said would always be with us, have never been
so poor in this century as under the current political dispensation.
All things considered, it looks like evangelical Christianity has
become a hobbyhorse for conservatives, or at most a convenient
vehicle for conservative political expression, rather than a charitable institution.
This apparent dichotomy concerns Ralph, who clearly represents the compassionate exception. "I personally think that the
reason people are this way is that they haven't really caught on to
what Jesus Christ came here for, and where his ministry was. It
was in those areas, with the poor and homeless, that he did his
greatest work, if you stop and look back.
'There's no reason why there should be millions of homeless
people in America. I believe there is a sincere movement of the
Holy Spirit, even in what we're seeing right here in these tent
meetings. We're here to become involved in social issues:'
Perhaps. Looking around the tent, it becomes apparent that
evangelical Christians are indeed becoming involved in certain
choice social issues. On the back table, amidst various pamphlets
on abortion and evangelical tracts, is a book by evangelist Moody
Adams called "AIDS: You Just Think You're Safe:'
At first glance, the book appears to be the kind of five-alarm
hysteria peculiar to the far right (and the far left, if the truth be
known). A quick look at the chapter titles and subheadings
reveals great paranoia in full gallop: "Chapter One: Aids Has Five
Ways of Getting To Us. Our health insurance is in danger;
bloodbanks are drying up; the epidemic can destroy our
economy; every life is in peril; America may not survive AIDS,
etc:'
On the other hand, Mr. Adams has included a lot of good,
hard, common-sensical do's and donI's in his book - along with a
few select thou-shalt-not's, of course: "Chapter Three: Safe Sex
and Other Suggestions... A must-not during menstration; abstain
when there are abrasions; precautions regarding piercing your
ears and tattooIng; no unnatural acts; wash carefully afterwards,
etc."
Further down the title page, a name jumps full-blown out of
the text and right into context, as it were. Under a chapter entitled
"The Birth of a Monster" is the subheading: "Elmer Gantry was
never this bad."

Reynolds speaks of healing during his sermons: "The blind see. The deaf hear.
The lame walk."
Elmer Gantry. It's one of those coincidences that unhorses
even the most pugnacious atheist from time to time, the sort of
thing that would make even the most ardent, liberal infidel
wonder if there really isn't a God after all.
"Elmer Gantry" is the title of a Sinclair Lewis novel about
revivalism and tent meetings. The character from whom the book
takes its name is a handsome devil and first-class con man who
falls for a beautiful evangelist named Sharon Falconer. He joins
her entourage as a preacher, gets the girl and ruins her - and her
tent ministry.
Standing in the midst of a revivalist tent meeting in the era of
the expose - the era in which God supposedly held Oral Roberts
hostage as if He were some cut-rate terrorist, the decade of Jim
and Tammy Fay "Bakker (enough said), the decade in which antirock music mogul Jimmy Swaggart confessed to masturbating
and soliciting prostitutes - the name Elmer Gantry rings like a
church bell.
Moody Adams had it right. Whatever else he may have been
talking about, he hit the nail on the head. No way was Elmer
Gantry ever this bad.

Canvas converts
At another tent, over on Marginal Way, things appear to be
just so-so in preparation for tonight's meeting - marginal, in fact and nobody is particularly keen on talking to the press.
James R. Reynolds, Jr. is giving the electronic organ a bit of a

Canvas legacy

Worshipers p,.lse the name of Jesus during a sermon.

Who was the man in the skirt?
"His name is Gary ," said Greater Portland Tent Meetings
founder Ralph Knight, the next day, "a guy who follows the
ministry around a lot. He's just trying to get some attention."
Ralph Knight is a reasonable man, a middle-class St. Paul of
the Tents. He has that instant intimacy that a good family practitioner should have. And he obviously cares for his flock.
"People came up to me afterwards and expressed their love
and concern for Gary," he said. "He's like a litmus test: he shows
us who we really are in God's world. Christians need to have
people like Gary around to remind them of what they're supposed to be doing here: '
This sounds somewhat ironic. The people most concerned with
tent meetings and revivalism come from the conservative,
evangelical branch of the church. Regardless of what they're
supposed to be doing here, what evangelical Christians appear to
be actively doing in this world is shoring up political

Worshipers at Reynolds' revival stand lit the front of the tent. .waiting a moment with him.

Continued on page 9
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tune-up on stage, and his father, Jim Sr., is out wiring the sign that
says "Tent Meeting TOnight: 7 o'clock."
Jim Reynolds, Sr. is a character right out of Steinbeck's "The
Grapes of Wrath." His face is somewhat haggard, fairly handsome and hasn't been shaved for a day or two. His face is so
American as to be bankable. You would definitely buy a used car
from this man.
As Jim works doggedly to get the cables through the wiring
harness, he is continually assaulted by the non-stop patter of a
teen-age mutant Christian terror named Tommy.
"Danny said he was gonna corne tonight," says Tommy. "He
said he wouldn't go down to that other tent on a bet. He said it's
all entertainment. Did you know what's-his-narne from channel
six is gonna sing there? He's supposed to be a Christian. He ain't
no Christian. Jeff said he was a Christian, but he ain't no Christian. And you know what Mary said?"
By the look on his face, Jim is either enduring this tirade or
listening very carefully to it. Probably both. Occasionally he looks
up and asks a question: "Well, did you tell David about that? Did
you tell Steven?"
Once the sign is wired, Jim puts his tools down to talk. Jim is a
bit leery of the press. His wariness is a palpable thing, an almost
audible hum of fear and distrust.
"For the last couple of years, our work has been really hampered by TV evangelists," he says. "People tend to connect you
with them in their minds.
"Most towns we go to in Maine, we're not stigmatized by what
has happened in TV evangelism. We've been hitting those towns
for 22 years. People know us now. But if we go to a new town,
people just assume we're crooks."
Which is unfortunate, to say the least, but not entirely unlikely,
given certain similarities between Jim Reynolds' setup and the
televangelical norm.
One thing that may keep Oral Roberts and Jimmy Swaggart in
your mind as you watch Jim Reynolds in action is his style of
preaching. Jim is an emotional speaker, a regular bible-thumping,
sin-shouting preacher man Like Flannery O'Connor's mother,
Jim somehow manages to pronounce the word "God" as if it had
15 syllables.
Another thing about Jim's ministry that recalls televangelism is
the content of his message. Jim is a healer, a worker of miracles. It
says so right on the side of his truck: "Revival Crusades: Salvation; Healing; Miracles."
This sort of religious hard sell is difficult to swallow, espcially
if you happen to have watched a few televangelists recently.
Who has not heard how the Rev. Robertson stilled the mighty
storm? Though millions of other people on the A.tlantic coast
were praying for deliverance from Hurricane Gloria in 1986, the
storm headed back out to sea just as the 700 Oub staff began to
pray. It was a miracle, of course. Televangelist Pat Robertson
went on the air to make sure that the world knew this - via
satellite, no less.
Televangelists have a way of closing their eyes and saying:
"11tere"s a woman in the audience, a woman with heart trouble.
Sister, you were just about to die but God has heard your prayer
and your heart is now healed. Glory to God!"
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And the next week, during
that significant portion of the
show devoted to raising
money ("I know that if you
send me $100, God is going to
bless you right back with
$1,ooo! He said it! It's right
here in His Word!"), a post
card is read out loud over the
air to the effect that, yes, I
was that sister whose heart
was healed last week. Here's
my check.
Such unabashed hucksterism leaves a bad taste in the
mouth. Jim Reynolds may
actually perform miracles,
may actually heal someone
every day, but the tone and
trappings of his tent show are
far too reminiscent of the
Electronic Body of Christ to
be borne by sensitive persons
for very long.
Which is sad. Jim Reynolds
is a very likable and sincere

person.
Meanwhile, back at the
Deering Oaks tent, a tall man
in a denim jacket has just
given his life to Christ. He
says he has been a satanist
and a coke addict for years,
and that he has just corne to
Jesus. His face bears the
wide-eyed vulnerability of
the just-awakened.
Ralph Knight confers with
another minister over the
James Reynolds touches one woman, while another lies
man's welfare. They discover 1 where she fainted after being touched by the evangelist.
that the man is homeless, and
they agree to find him a place to stay. Ralph arranges to take
him out and buy him some clothes the next day.
The man then leaves in the company of the other minister to
get a meal and a shower at the minister's house. He appears to
be very happy.
As the meeting winds down, Ralph prepares to go in and
give the altar call. "Salvation is free," he says, Nand the world
knows that, believe it or not. They understand that salvation is
free.
"But (the saved) misund~tand giving. If everybody in the
body of Christ gave the 10 percent mandated under the law of
the Old Testament - and how much more under the grace of the
New Testament - then ... "
He gestures expansively at the people milling around
outside the tent. It's too much for words. He picks up his bible
and heads back into the tent.
"I've found in my personal life," he says, "that I can never
out-give God."
W.D. Cutlip is II 7II1I1I of letters irl CQrlaIS shoes.
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Money to drive,
money for AIDS
care

Subtract one video-game
from your child's day.
Add 15 minutes of
KUMON math study.
That .e.q.u..a1.s a lifetime
of success.
Ten-to-twenty minutes of individualized
KUMON math study (under carefuf
supervision) each day is all it takes for
your child to peiform successfully in
~th. ~th the KUMON METHOD, your
child w~1 b~ld confidence, il11>rolle study
habits, receIVe a strong foundation in the
baSICS, and find a sense of achievement
that will lest far beyond the boundaries of
formal education.
Self-discipline, self-confidence and
seH-leamlng are all achieved with the
KUMON METHOD. Math doesn't have
to be difficult or boring any more.
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The Aug. 9 issue of Casco
Bay Weekly reported that
Portland's Parking Division is
expected to contribute $1.2
million to Portland's General
Fund. The $12 million is a
profit and result of the Parking Divisions new and improved ticketing tactics with
some help from city-owned
parking garages.
The Aug. 21 edition of the
Portland Press Herald featured a front page story about
a recent protest against Maine
Medical Center's nebulous
approach to caring about
individuals with AIDS. The
protestors wanted to know
what happened to plans for an
AIDS Resource Center, which
has been in the works for
more than a year. The president of Maine Medical Center
claims that lack of funds is the
only reason why there is no
AIDS Resource Center already. He also said that the
center would cost $1.2 million
to open.
It seems that it is relatively
easy for $1.2 million to be
collected from people whose
mobility depend on their cars,
yet very difficult for the same
amount of money to be
provided to people whose
lives could depend on it.
Who is really getting the
boot in this picture?
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Well, here goes ''Media
Mike" Chitwood again. With
the help of the media he is
creating a non-existent problem, then getting his name in
print with his idea for solving
it.
Just when we in the Old
Port got done laughing at his
non-existent combat zone and
the "task force" that was sent
in to correct it, he has another
idea.
Now he wants us to post
signs saying "No Guns
Allowed" on all our liquor
serving establishments ...
What a great way to greet our
tourists. J was under the
impression that Mr. OUtwood
was from Philadelphia, but I
guess it was Tombstone after
all.
I've been in the tavern
business for 15 years and now
own two of my own, and the
only guns I've had to remove
were water pistols at Hallaween.
I think Mr. Chitwood's
mind resides in a place that

?2ZFalmouth

hung up, forcing me to seek
city assistance for one week.
The lowest grade of assistance
in the City of Portland.
After waiting about three
hours, I was called in to see a
social worker and it was
detennined that I was eligible_
I was given several forms that
I had to take here and there to
be filled out. When I asked for
just enough food stamps to
buy supper that evening and
breakfast the next morning
until I could get this all done, I
was denied assistance. I was
told that if I was hungry, go to
a soup kitchen.
I could not believe that this
was the end result of the hardearned money that I am forced
to pay every week called
taxes. I only wanted $3 in food
stamps, but too much for them
to give_ I could not help but to
think of other recipients that
are sent away hungry, when
by law it's illegal to do so. The
hundreds of thousands of
dollars are ripped off from
those in need just to line
welfare workers' pockets with
bonuses and yearly raises.
Sickening. isn't is? And their
rules and regulations are so
strict that one must walk a
tight rope or be denied 60
days of their further help.
Another fine example of
where our taxes are really
going!
Now they have a "Workfare
Program." Raking leaves in
cemeteries, picking up trash,
walking up and down Congress Street with a broom and
dustpan sweeping up cigarette
butts, etc. Degrading jobs that
lead nowhere!
Instead of forcing these
unskilled people into the
slums of more poverty by
keeping them in the cracks of
welfare dependency (which
they do to keep their own
jobs), they should be more
concerned in creating workshops to help the less fortunate gain needed skills and
become productive in society.
There are thousands of jobs
out there that do not require a
high school education.
As long as the welfare
system continues to take away
the dignity and self-respect of
these people, they will continue to remain stuck in the
cracks of the system for years
and years to come! I know this
for a fact, because the welfare
system had me stuck in that
crack for four years in the
early '80s with no way out!
What a nightmare that was!
Kissing ass! Walking that tight
rope!
Through my own efforts, I
was able to pull myself free
from the blood sucking
leeches that prey on the less
fortunate and all of us taxpayers for their income!
It's time that the we1fare
system take a good long look
at itself and begin to perform
its responsibilities for which it
was designed. And stop
looking for every excuse it can
find to put screws to those in
need.
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Welfare system
takes dignity
In July, I suddenly found
myself unemployed. My
unemployment check got
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By supporting the
American Heart Association
you may:
• avoid capital gains tax on
appreciated securities or
other property
• reduce current and future
income taxes
• provide a lifetime income
for yourself or beneficiaries
• avoid probate and publicity
• maximize estate tax
savings
It may pay you to inquire
about the American Heart
Association's Planned Giving Program by contacting
your local American Heart
Association .
Sometimes, it can be better to give than to receive.
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opportunity to learn just which
ones are safe to eat and which
ones are poisonous. For reservations and more information, call
the Appalachian Mountain Club
Workshop Secretary, at (603)
466-2727.

Meet your bask model
comrade. See Sept. 6.

,
The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days ...d more wIIJs
to be Informed, get Involved and stay amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the Thursday prior to publkatlon.
Send your Calendar and LIstings Information to:
Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland,
ME 04102.
pomposity beneath the Pompeii
of his pulpit."

• Can I call you comrade:
Archangel, Portland's Sister City
in the U.S.S.R., is sending
"Eleven (11) glamorous fashion
models" to visit and perform in
Greater Portland this month.
There will be a "Photo and
Media Opportunity" and
"Welcome Reception" today
from 5:15 to 7 p.m. at the law
offices of Cloutier, Barrett,
Cloutier & Conley, 22 Monument Square (third floor),
Portland. It's nice of our Sister
City to send us so many nice
sisters, Da? (Never say nyet.)

• Can I call you Booba: It is time
to tum and return to the primal,
to the hot and bittersweet bucket
of blues from which we as a
soulful people derive our very
existence. It is time to get down
to the tender ministrations of the
Mississippi swamp monster
himself, the Broken Heart Man,
Mr. Roosevelt "Booba" Barnes,
who will rock Raoul's Roadside
Attraction tonight at 9 p.m.,
accompanied by the roundhouse big sound of the Playboys.
Local guitarist Kevin Midgley, a
disciple of the verdant Delta,
will be on hand to remind us of
the fabulous depths of the blues.
This largely spiritual experience
is brought to you by the Southern Maine Blues Society and
WMPG, number 90.9 on your
FM dial. In the words of the Rev.
J. Truth: "You will lose your

• The hungry and the hunted:
One day, you may be skipping
through the woods on the way
to grandma'S house and discover a stand of mushrooms in
the shade of a maple tree.
You've been skipping since
daybreak and you're pretty
hungry, but you're not sure if
this particular type of mushroom is edible. What to do? Go
ask Alice; I think she'll know.
Don't know Alice? The Appalachian Mountain Club will take
you on a Wild Mushroom Hunt
at Pinkham Notch Camp today
and tomorrow to collect and
identify field and woodland
mushrooms. If you have always
been interested in eating wild
mushrooms, but haven't been
much interested in a fast trip to
the local hospital for a stomach
pump, here is a tremendous

• Do the knots in your muscles
come from the knots in your
guts? And do the knots in your
guts come from the knots in
your day-«H:Iay life? Would you
like to do something about those
knots, or would you rather
knot? Wife/husband team of
Elaine and Francis McGillicuddy
offer two free Iyengar Yoga
Classes, one today and one on
Sep 11, to invigorate and relax
you. If you've never tried
Iyengar yoga, this is the perfect
opportunity to see what can be
done with a little concentration
and a few careful stretches. The
class is from 3-4:30 p.m. today or
5:30-7 pm on Sep. 11 at the
Portland Yoga Studio, 616
Congress St, Portland. Potential
students should call to reserve
space. For more information, call
797-5684.
• When in Rome, roam: We've
been up to our auras in tourists
for about three months now, and
the only possible way to avoid
them at this stage is to hit the
road yourself. But really, you've
seen Massachusetts - an extremel y wide and dirty spot on I
95 that you probably don't need
to see again - and the thought of
going to Connecticut fills you
with dread. Where can you go?
Romel Where else? And at a
price substantially below current
air fare, too. The Portland
Museum of Art has planned a
Roman Holiday for you, a
family day held in conjunction
with the "Views From Rome"

Where
does
this
dude
park7
See
Sept. 11.

THIS WEEK

Shakespeare

Voice
Kids Classes
Games

767-4627

Center for
Performance
Studies
EVERY TUESDAY
OPEN JAM with PETE GLEASON· 8:00

Head east on Broadway, take the last right on to Pickett .
Plenty of trouble free parking!

woods in search of things to kill.
A few of these people will
"find" each other; some will
even "find" themselves, alas. To
help you avoid these unfortunate "meetings," South Portland
Recreation is offering a Free
Hunter Safety Course for
anyone 10 years old and over.
(Highly recommended for those
hunters who want to continue to
older). Classes run six weeks
and will be held every Wed.
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at the
Memorial Middle School in 5.
Portland. To pre-register, call
799-7996.

• A word to the weird: You've
seen him on TV and you've seen
him on the cover of Time
Magazine and you've wondered: is he for real? There are
no guarantees, citizen. Caspar
Weinberger, former defense
secretary and current publisher
of Forbes Magazine (l), will be
the keynote speaker at this
year's annual meeting of the
Maine Development Foundation. Mr. Weinberger will speak
on "The Impact of the Middle
East, Eastern Europe and the
U.S.S.R on the U.S. Economy."
For $40, you take part in a
symposium on '~ethinking
Education for Maine's Children"
at 3 p.m., listen to the "Maine
Economic Opportunities Panel
Discussion" at 3:45 and take in
Mr. Weinberger's speech at 5
p.m. At 6 p.m., you can attend a
reception in Mr.Weinberger's
honor, and maybe get close
enough to Cap to whisper the
immortal words of Kinky
Freidman in his hairy ear: "It's
been a financial
experience... Thank you for being
an Americanl" For reservations
and more information, call 6226345.

• In general, not much happens
on Tuesdays (obviouslyl), and
tonight is no exception. Television was made for do-nothing
days, but you don't want to
bum your brains out on network
T.V. Flip the dial to WCBB
channel 10 tonight at 9 p.m. for
"Frederick Law Olmstead and
the Public Park in America."
This drama profiles the work of
the man who first conceived of a
place in New York where dog
poop could accumulate without
limit, where muggers could
chase joggers over rolling hills
and around statel y oak trees
unimpeded: Central Park, a
veritable paradise in the midst
of Gotham. The story, starring
David Strathairn, also shows
how the Central Park project
became the rooting soil for a
public park movement in the
New World - including goodold Deering Oaks Park right
here in Portland 1Parental
guidance is recommended, as is
a small cannister of mace.

• Aim to live, live to aim: The
days are growing short, and the
time is rapidly approaching
when men and women will don
camouflage clothing, load their
weapons and march off into the

• Rockets from Russia: O.K. So
you're good with your hands
and you've had this little
interplanetary project in the
back of your mind for years but
you're not sure how to go about
it. You're in luck: Vladimir
Shiriaev, a leading Russian
rocket engineer, will give you a
few pointers at 4:15 in the Chase
Hall Lounge, room 113, of
Carnegie Science Hall, Bates
College, Lewiston. This will be a
little technical talk by Mr.
Shiriaev on diagnostic studies of
the Soviets' "Energia" rocket
booster, a talk which will be
followed at 7:30 p.m. by a
lecture on the Soviet space
program. Both events are free
and utterly glastnost to the
public. For more information,
call 786-6330.
• Screen gems: Looking to see a
big budget film with a devastating sound track? The Portland
Museum of Art presents D.W.
Griffith's '1ntolerance" (silent,
1916), starring Lillian Gish. This
is the first earl y classic in the
museum's fall film series, "Art
in the Dark." Considered by
many to be a milestone in the
history of film, "Intolerance" is
an extravagant movie comprising four story lines that trace
incidents of intolerance from the
persecution of Christ to the
plight of the 20th-century
laborer. The movie starts at 7
p.m. Tickets are $3 for members,
53.50 for non-members. For
more information call 775-6148.

774·2776
Beginning
September 17th

• Sublimest hits: You may have
felt the profound stirring of song
within your tortured breast as of
late, a great welling of emotion
and music that somehow bursts
forth at the slightest provocation. What's going on here?
Your soul has apprehended and
anticipated the rapidly approaching American Art Song
Festival tonight at 8 p.m. at
Corthell Hall on the Gorham
campus of U.S.M. Fine vocalists
like Mark Howard, Martha
Darcy and Ellen Chickering will
perform works by Barber, Ives,
Rorem, Copland, Argento and
others. Hey! Give your soul a
break. Tickets are $4. For more
information, call 780-5275.

• Ritzy ride: Just how do the
people in Maine's wealthiest
suburb make it through the day?
Have a look for yourself. Let
John Reed Houghton take you
on a leisurely bicycle tour of
Cape Elizabeth today from 10
a.m.-2 p.m. The tour will feature
homes built by local builder
William Murray, the carefully
planned and laid-out neighborhoods of Sylvan Sites and
Oakhurst, as well as some earl y
homes in the area. This threehour tour is designed for the
beginning cyclist. Meet at the
first parking lot in Fort Williams
Park, Cape Elizabeth. The
Greater Portland Landmarks
Tour is S6 for members, $8 for
non-members. For more information, call 774-5561.
• Food for thought (eat words):
'Everybody thinks. This mayor
may not be obvious. Many
people
allegedly

Believe It to see It. Sun Ra
and the Arkestra
do City Hall.
See Sept. 1 S.

q'j1u~J~~:

Acting
Classes
For
Ordinary
People.
Beginnin &
AdV~Acting

175 Pickett St.
South Portland .

show. Events begin at 1 p.m. and
include performances by the
Italian Heritage Center Band
and actor Tony Montanaro, a
slide lecture on Italian architecture and a 3:15 p.m. shOwing of
the 1953 classic "Roman Holiday," starring Audrey Hepburn
and Gregory Peck. All Roman
Holiday events are free with
museum admission: a piddling
$3:50. (Some lucky family will
even win round-trip tickets to
Italy!) For more information, call
775-6148.
• Hying sorcerers: So you
thought the Frisbee was another
flash-in-the-pan kid's fad,
something to take to the beach
and leave on the roof, right?
Well, the joke's on you. The
lowly Frisbee is now an essential
(and even expensive) part of a
growing sport. The Portland Red
Tide will present an amazing
demonstration of Frisbee
wizardry today at 11 a.m. at the
Winslow Fields, Yarmouth.
(Specta tors are warned ei ther to
pay attention to what's happening on the field or wear a
mouthpiece.) For more information, call 775-2696.
• Cross-country conflagration:
Just about anyone can run in the
city. With a little smarts, a street
map and some Reeboks, you can
get anywhere in Greater Portland in about a half-hour.
Where's the challenge in tha t?
The real athletes, the people who
live to sweat, will be heading up
to the Lost Valley Ski Area in
Auburn today for the First
Annual Lost Valley Uphill Run.
The four and one-half mile
"cross country" trek, which
begins precisely at 11 a.m., will
take runners up and down hills,
across ridges, over road s,
through orchards, around trees
(we hope) and up ski trails to
finish at the top of the Lost
Valley Ski Area in a sweaty heap
of bodies. This is the first of
three Peak to Peak Maine
Alpine Running series. Registra-·
tion for the run is $10, or $35 for
all three races. (For those who
prefer to witness this event
without undue perspiration or
effort, Lost Valley will ferry you
to the top - free of charge - on
the chair lift.) For more information, call 784-1561.

~ pr~sents:

William Shakespeare's

MUCH ADO
Intergalactic jazz from
the master showman
Sat., Sept. 15, 8:00 p.m.
Portland Performing Arts Center
25 A Forest Ave.
Tickets $13 Call 774-0465
Also available at Amadeus Music
and Gollery Music
Wi!h support from the Not,oool Endowment
lor the Am, Meet the Composer and
Thomas Whyte Insurance.

81GSOUNDSFROMALlOVER

ABOUT NOTHING
School House
Arts Center
Rr 114 Standish
8:00p.m.,

COlD SOUPS • FRUIT SAlADS
SUMMER SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM • FROZEN YOGURT
Offering Breakfast & Lunch
Mon.-Fri. 7am-4pm
591 Congress St. • 772-0702

Sept. 13,14,15 and
Sept. ZO, 21, 22
3:00 Mat. SundaY'
Sept. 16 and Sept. 23
Tickets: $10 adults
srudents &

have ideas: a notion that we may
or may not take a firm editorial
position on. Everyone who
thinks and has ideas from time
to time has a need to put those
ideas down on paper in such a
way that they can be referred to
at a later date. Journal Keeping,
a workshop at the Maine Writers
Center taught by Alfred DePew,
will teach you how to do
that effectively.
This workshop is
designed for those
currently keeping
ajoumal and
those who wish to
start one. Mr.
DePew will
discuss many
writing techniques, including
problem- solving,
free wri ting,
imaging and the
inclusion of
dialogue. Participants are reqUired
to pre-register.
Cost of the
workshop is $30
for members, $35
for others. For
more information,
call 729-6333.
• Sun set: If YOU
think the Portland
City Hall Auditorium has been hot
in the past, you
should be there
tonight. Sun Ra
and his CosmoLove Adventure
Arkestra will
appear tonight at
8 p.m. as a visual
and audible
spectacle of
astronomical
proportions.
Ostensibly billed
as a jazz act, Sun
Ra is actually a
tribal phenomenon and a way
of supra-terrestrial life. According to the
Portland Performing Arts
press release, "(A
Sun Ra concert)
is a spectacle
which involves
lavish costumes,
space headgear,
group chanting,

dancers and a stage show which
transcends ordinary performance sensibility." You have to
believe it to see itl Tickets are
$13. For more information, call
761-0591.

Big
Booba
blues.
See
Sept. 7.
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Otsro Bay ~kIy

5q1lm1ber6,199O

ROCCO'S
Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
Fine ItaHan
Cuisine

Steaks &
Seafood
50 WharfSt.
Portland, ME

774-6000

LUNCH
Specials
• Fish and Chips
$2.95
• Soup and Sandwich 2.95
• Chicken ParmIgIana 2.95
• Poached Salmon
3.95
• lobster Roll
3.95
'Seafood Platter
3.95
(. haddock • shrimp' clams)

DINNER SPECIAlS
• Two Boiled Lobsters
• One Pound Prime Rib
Stuffed Sole a la Newburg
• Maine Shrimp Scampi

presents
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

THRILLER THURSDAY
Join us for tDusic of the
60s, 70s, 80s & 90s
w"ith our host GREG POWERS
Meet tbe MiOer Genuine Draft Poster Gir~ 9-10
$1.25 Mi1lder Genuine Drafts aU nigbt long
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 7

THANKWMGX
IT'S FRIDAY
HAPPY HOUR 4-7

Free Buffet!
93 cent Roiling Rock, 4-7
1st 2DO peDple
I. fIN FREE IIflBr 7 p.lII.
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 8

DANCING TO THE
50'S & 60'S
1st 200 people
in forFBEE!
DoofSopen
af7

SILVER
SCREEN

11:30-4, 6 Days

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 9

HEADLINER
COMEDY
HEADLINER: MARCI ROSE
ALSO APPERING: JIM DAVID
DoDl'l open al7'Showtime 8:30

·WN@IUiijQiHHilf•
WILD 'N' WACKY
WEDNESDAY

ContmlWi from 1O-dRy CALENDAR

Pump up the
volume
and drop the
subplots
"Pump Up The Volume"
tackles too much: high school,
love, music censorship, FCC
regulations and rebellion.
Christian Slater plays
Michael, a teenager from New
York who moves with his
parents to a middle-American town, bringing with him a taste for rap,
hard-core and a healthy dose of adolescent confusion. But Michael
can' t talk about it: he's too shy. So Michael creates a persona, Happy
Harry Hard-On, and talks to the world from a basement radio station.
Harry can talk ... Harry talks as dirty as he can, as honest as he can.
He rails against the establishment, parents, high school. He plays
songs that would make the PMRC cringe and run to local legislatures
if they heard them. His music, his candid talk about sex and his
everything-sucks attitude make him the most popular guy in school.
But no one knows who Harry is, and Michael likes it that way.
There's a girl, of course - the love subplot. She's the first one who
discovers Harry. There's also a tragedy, which puts the high school
principal, parents and the FCC on Harry's tail- the censorship
subplot. (The movie tweaks the chin of the PMRC by playing excerpts
from songs that use "shit" and "fuck" at lot, which is ironic because
these words are commonly used in movies.)
The mo re people listen to Harry, they more they rebel. The
rebellion is fun to watch, but it's never quite real. It's not empowering
for the audience. The moviemaking seems too far removed to communicate any real sense of frustration. The audience knows they are
watching a movie made by adults, not a Public Enemy video.
The tenuous plot and bland direction take away from what really
works in the movie: Christian Slater's performance and the way he
interacts with the music. Slater plays a shy, frightened and confused
teenager as well as he plays loquacious Harry Hard-On. The scenes in
the basement studio are like a little "Talk Radio." Listening to Harry
describe what ails his world and watching him thrash about to banned
songs is a movie in itself. Slater is so good in these scenes that it seems
as if he had about as much interest in the movie's subplots as Michael
had in high school. The movie should have just pumped up the
volume and cut out the ludicrous subplots.
On one level, "Pump Up The Volume" is a cross between SpiJce
Lee's "School Daze" and "Do The Right Thing" but, unfortunately,
without Spike Lee. The movie grabs the audience's attention and then
loses it.

Ann Sitomer

BREAK DOWN
$1.02 for dDmISUc bealS
Count down I.
well drinks all
DDDIS Dpa.

10 carar
till 8:30

WHAT'S
WHERE

Pride's Comer
OriYe In
Route 302. Weslbrook
797-3154

Evening Star
Tonbne Mall. Brunswick
729-5<186
c:..lleC_(R)

7. (throughSep
6)
Mo'
__

Nickelodeon

---

Temple and Middle. POf1Iand.

(opens Sep 7)

m ·9751

The Movies

First Mab_ Friday and Saturday

10 Exchange SIr....t. Portland

1:20.3:50.6:50.9:35 (relums Sept7)
CI....... ,........o
1:1 0.3:40. 7:10.9:30 (retums Sep 7)

m·9600

Rock)' Horror PIcture _

......... Up_ VoIume(R)

Claml... C I _ (R)

1:15. 3:35. 7:15. 9:25

Sap 5-9
WecHri 6.9
Sat-Sun mal at 3. 6:30
L.w of o.lno (R)
Sep &-1 1
Sat-Sun a11 . 9:15
Mol'\-Tue at 7.9
T _ or IIprtng
Sap 12-1 6
Wed-Sat at 7.9;
Sat-Sun mat at 1.

PIwI1r W _ (R)
1:1 0. 3:40.7:10. 9:50 (through Sep 6)
WIld lit _(R)

1.3:30. 7.9:30
FlllUInere (R)

1:05. 3:55. 7:05. 9:40
_At_(PG)

1:20. 3:50. 7:20

_ _ .(R)

9:35 only ( through Sep 6)

(R)

Sap 7·8.
Fri-SaI11 :45

_(PG)

1:25. 3:45. 7:25. 9:45

LIVE MUSIC TIDS WEEKEND
Friday, Sept. 7

Saturday, Sept. 8

Barry-Arvin
Young

Boom
Sbanka

with D. T. Seizure

General Cinemas
Moine MIll. Maine Mall Road
n4-1022
~

_ _ (PG)

1.3:05.5:10.7:15.
9:20
.
, _ _ (PG)
1:45.4. 7:10. 9:30
,.,...,medlnnac.nt (A)
1:30.4:15. 7. 9:45
_

...n(R)

1. 3:15.5:20.7:30. 9:45
_(PG)

1:30. 4:15. 7.9:50
DIe HIInI II (R)
7:15.9:55

_ _ CIIIIcI (PG)

1. 3:05. 5:05

T......

c... or 1IuaI_ (R)

1:30. 4. 7:15. 9:40

Cinema City
Bradlee's Plaza, oow Exit 8

854-9116
All _ . through Sep 7;
cal ftIad tar changes
_IItW_(PG)

7. 9
F1w ....~(R)

7:15. 9:15
Mat Sa1-S... 1. 3
_(PG)

7:15.9:15
Mat Sal-Sun 1:15. 3:15
NT AmertcII (R)
7:15.9:15
The Ex_III: IAII*' (R)
7.9
Mat Sat-S... 1. 3
The J_1e _
(G)
Mal Sat-Sun 1. 3

Air ""-i~ Mel Gibson and Robert
Downey. Jr. play cum boys who fly
planes owrsome undelBlT11ined location
in Southeast Asia.
Camille Claud.. This very long and
passionless movie about the passion ot
sculptrass Camillie Claude! has a few
good moments. lsabelieAdjani portrays
the artist who was Rodin's student and
lover. When Rodin leaves Claude I. she
accuses him ot using her as an artist
and a woman and the obsession drives
her insane. The execution ot the staty
tails short of the subject matter.
Cln.m.
P... dlso
Giuseppe
Tomatore's Academy Award-winning
movie is about growing up and how the
icons creamdby the cinema shape what
we believe in. The movie describes the
lite of a sma" Italian seacoast town and
its Cinema Paradiso. where people love.
ham and play. The movie is nostalgic for
the time when movies were movies and
when people still gathered together in a
community.

Mo' a.tt_ BI_ Denzel Washington
portrays a jazz trumpelar with some
ibis to pay tor being too self-QltllBred.
Washington moves like a melody. while
IighUy stroking his lower lip. Spike Lee is
a fine filmmaker with an uncanny sense BoobI a-.. and thePlayboys(Delta
of dalogue. which rolls off the players'
blues) RaouI·s.865 Forest Ave. Portland.
tongues ~ke fine music. Unfortunately
773-6886.
"Mo' Betl8r Blues" faHs short on lyrics. The W.It... (rock) Spring Point Cafe•
There's 100 much male posturing and
175 picken St. So. Portland. 767-4627.
100 lillie drama.
IItephen Blum Group Oazz) Cafe No.
My BI... " ' - - Steve Martin and Rick
20 Danforth St Portland. 772-8114.
Moranis star in this comedy written by Two sainte & Qhendl'. Luncltbox
Nora Ephron ("When Hany Met Sally")
(rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Portland.
about lin Italian hood who's hidden in
772-7891.
subulbia by the F.B.I.
Carol.nd the ct..men (rock) Moose
.......med Innac... Hanson Ford is
Alley. 46 Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
the attraction in the saeen adaptation
Tonto'. BIg Idea (rock) Old Port Tavern.
of the best-selling novel by Scott Turow.
11 Moulton St. Portland. 7744144.
Ford plays a prosecuting attorney
assigned to investigate the murder of a Roy FnIZZ_ (jazz trio) Utile W~lies. 36
Market St. Portland. 773-4500.
colleague he was having an affair with.
This courtroom drama is a welcome BI ... RooU (blues) Horseteathers. 193
Midde St. Portland. 773-3501.
reIieIfrom summerftuff. and not knowing
whodunit added to the movie's intrigue.
In hindsight I suspect lhat several clues
were bulcheredfromthe oovel. because
the movie's clues seemed a bit off. The
movie also stars GrettaScaochi. Bonnie
Bedelia. Brian Demehy and Raul Julia.
ProIIt.m Child John Ritter stars in this Roy Fru_ (jazz trio) Utile Willie·s. 36
Marilet St. Portland. 773-4500.
comedy about a suburban couple who
adopt a child who turns out to be more TheKlldevlf BI.... Bend & The Frtns.
than they bargained for. Ritter should
(blues) Geno·s.13 Brown St. Portland.
he.ve remained trapped in a sitcom.
772-7891 .
TIle Rocky Horror PIcture Show is a at_ Blum Qroup (jazz) Cafe No. 20
cult movie extravaganza. The story. if
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
you must know. is about a young couple Tonto'. BIg kIM (rock) Old Port Tavem.
whose car breaks down on a stormy
11 Moulton St. Portland. 7744144.
night who find themselves trapped in a Ke""",- (participation entertainmentwith
casUe inhabited by people from the
live music) Horsefeathers. 193 Middle
planet Transsexual. Susan Sarandon
Sl Portland. 773-3501 .
plays the timid Janet. Tim Curry is
wonderful in leather and lace. singing TheUpeett.... (rock) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickett St. So. Portland. 767-4627.
"Sweet TransvestilB."
Rockln'
Vibration (reggae) Raoul·s. 865
Teldns Cal,. of BueI_ Jim Be1ushi
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
and Charles Grodin star in this comedy
of mistaken - actually stolen - identities. Calrol.nd the Chermen (rock) Moose
Alley. 46 Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
Torrent. of SprInst Based on a slDfy by
Turgenev. Timothy Hutton and
Nastassja Kinski starin this movie about
love and betrayal. Hutton plays a
Russian aristocrat who is tom between
hislove fora young andinnocentwoman
and his passion for an older and
manipulative noblewoman who wants Darien ar.hms (pop) Gritty McDuffs.
396 Fore St Portland. 772-2739.
his attentions.
Open Mik. NIght Uncle Billy·s. 60 Ocean
St So. Portland. 767-7119.
P.p. Lov•• M.mbo (Caribbean)
Raoul·s. 865 ForestAve. Portland. 7736886.
David Pope (classical guitar) Cafe No.
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
a...ekdown (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774-{)444.

FRIDAY 9.7

SATURDAY 9.B

SUNDAY 9.9

Dark M.n isafantasy about a disfigured
scientist who uses synthetic skin to
transform his face into that at his
enemies. Unfortunately the disguise
doesn't last forever. exposing his true
and hideous visage.
D.It. Forc. II Chuck Norris gets
involved in ci-ug enforcement in the
sequel to the classic "Delta Force," in
which vigilante Norris freed passengers
from a high-jacked plane.
DI.H.nlll Bruce Will is retums with more
stunt men. I couldn't help remembering
what movies used to be like throughout
this one. That's how bad it is. An
intriguing espionage plot orchestrated
by right-wing fanatics is completely
ignored for the sake ot gun tights.
explosions and Willis' failure to de~ver
one-liners.
The Exorclet III: Legion George S. Scott
stars in William Peter Blatty's third
installment of the devil series. Thi s one
looks into the mysterious deaths of
several priests. Sick sacks are in the
lobby.
FJetllneraisa scary movie about a group
of medca! students who kiH themselves
and bring themselves back to study life
beyond death. The movie isn't scary
because it dives into the unknown. but
because the unknown comes after
people. threatening to bash in faces . In
short. "AaUiners" doesn't transcend the
usual thriller. Kiefer Suther1and plays
the instigator of this bizarre experiment
and the one who eventually suffers the
most Julia Roberts and Kevin Bacon
Iookgreatand actwall enough. butcan·t
save a poor story.
LAw of DesI,. Thiseariy movie by Pedro
Almodovar ("Women on the Verge of a
Nervous Breakdown- and "TIS Me Upi
Tie Me Down!1 is pemaps his most
successful. It opens with one of the
most erotic scenes ever (that's an
opinion. of course). The movie examines
the obsession the filmmaker Antonio
has with his beautitulyoung lover Pablo.
who loves someone else. Although the
movie is loaded with Almodovar's
perverted humor - Carmen Maura is
outrageous as Pablo's transsexual
sibling - the movie is his dar1Iesl and
his only to deal primarily with a
homosexual relationship.
TheL_ ....... Anew movie by the
cfirII«*>r Joyce Chopra, who directed
Laura Dem ("Wild At Heart") in one of
her best roles in "Sm00lh Tall\," "The
Lemon Sisters" is a come<tt about three
friends set in Atlantic City . Diane Keaton.
Carol Kane and Kathlyn Grady star.
The other sex is represented by Eniott
Gould and Ruben Blades.
MMt at Work Chariie Sheen and Emma
Esmvez play two California galbage
men. who disco_ a dead body in a
dumpster. Estevez also wrote the
screenplay and directed the movie.

MONDAY 9.10
All Blu•• Jam (blues) Raoul's. 865
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
TIle WItches Based on a story by Roald
Qahl. "The Witches· is a contemporary a...ekdown (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Mouhon. Portland. 774-0444 .
IaiIY tale about witches who rum children
into mice. The story has a perverse
appeal. The sultry and cold AngeNca
Huston is cast in the role of a witch.
Nicolas Roeg promises to uncover
childhood fears in the same unrelenting
way he looked at loneliness. doubt and
other grown-up fears in movies ~ka OpenMlkeNlghtSpringPointCafe. 175
"Insignificance," "Perfonnance· and
Picken SI. So. Portland. 767-4627.
"Track 29." Playing against these .Iade CI_v.. (acoustic folk) Gritty
expectations . unfortunately. is the
McDuff·s. 396 Fore St. Portland. 772creator of those adorable muppets. Jim
2739.
Henson. It "The Witches·werejustabout Th. Sen_ (top 40) Old Port Tavem. 11
the witches it would be better. Roeg
Mouhon. Portland. 774-0444.
takas a perverse pleasure in watching
the witches torment children. Huston
plays the role of the Grand Witch
superbly. She's ruthless and hideous.
the ultimate tonnentor. The special
effects that show her wearing her true
colors are marvelou s.
Cur1 a....n•••usl. Burk. & Kent
Allyn (acoustic) Horsefeathers. 193
Midde St. Portland. 773-3501.
Dan Knight (acoustic guitar) Geno·s. 13
Brown St Portland. 772-7891 .
Breakdown (rock) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd
Sl Portland 773-8040.
Red Light Revu. Raoul·a. 865 Forest
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
The Sen. . (top 40) Old Port Tavem. 11
Moulton. Portland. 774-0444.
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Maine's.l\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

OgtJu,.
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years

FRIDAY 9.7

Our FuU Menu served from HAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Roo_ell "Boobe" Be"," and the
Pleybop wtth IocIilllulWtat Kevin
Mldglar (Delta Blues) 9 pm at Raoul's
Roadside Allradian. 865 Forest Ave.
Portland. For more information call 7273881 .
Red Light R _ (rock. rhythm and
blues) Casco Bay Lines Music on the
Bay. 7:30-1 0:30 pm. Departs from Casco
Bay Lines Ferry TelT11inal. Commercial
and Franklin streets. Portland. TICkets:
$10 adults in advance. $12 day of the
concert. Uncle Billy's BOO on board.
For more information. call 774-7871 .

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of (l'_,$_ __
5 Portland Pier

772-48:}-

a

~. . . . . ."'-,;("'--I

SATURDAY 9.B
.....nne & the 0Up WIth n.. (a
cappella) 12-1 :30 pm. Tommy's Park.
Portland . Part of Intown Portland
Exchange's Noontime Performance
Series. Free and open to the public. For
more infolT11ation. call 772-6828.

SUNDAY 9.9
Big Chief .nd the Continentals (New
Orleans r&b) Casco Bay Lines Music on
the Bay. 5-8 pm . Casco Bay Ferry
Terminal. Commercial and Franklin
Streets. Portland. Tickets $10 in
advance. $12 day of the concert Uncle
BiIlY'S BBQ on board . For more
infolT11ation. call 774-7871.

From Play
to Party Clothes
We Have It All!
Tremendous Selection -Top Qualil.y
Low Low Price'S

TUESDAY 9.11
Fr.... k Glazer (classical pianist) 12:30
pm. Olin Arts CenmrConcert Hall. Bates
College. Lewi ston . Works by Mozart
and Brahms. Free. Formoreinformation.
call 786~330 .

220 Mall Plaza
S. Portland
Mon, - Sat (By Ames & Bookland)
HOURS

9:.30 - 8:.30

772-7333
1·800-564-7333

TUESDAY 9.11

WEDNESDAY 9.12

CLUBS
THURSDAY 9.B

DANCING

Qreg~(rock)T-Bird's . l26N . Boyd

Zootz. 31 Forest St. Portland. Fri: Post
Modem - all ages; Sat: latest dance

St. Portland. 773-8040.
NobocI)"sF..." (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown
St. Portland. 772-7891
K. Berty ....nd.... Ouar1.tOazz) Cafe
No. 20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Calrofllncl the CII8rmers (rock) Moose
Alley. 46 Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
Tonto's BIg Idee (rock) Old Port Tavem.
11 Moulton St. Portland. 7744144 .
The W.It.... (rock) Spring Point.Cafe.
175 Pickett St. So. Portland. 767-4627.
(jazz) UttIe Willies. 36 Mar1wt
FI....
St. Portland. 773-4500.
BI... Root. (blues) Horsefeathers. 193
Midde Sl Portland. 773-3501 .

.u-

music; Sun : request night; Tue: Hip
House - all ages; Wed: Worldbeat Night.
773-8187.
The Moon. 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
nighUy. 8pm on .. . Fri-Satuntil3 am. No
cover. 871-0663.
••Iut. .. 20 Milk St. Portland. Open
nighUy until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty. 200 Riverside St. Portland.
Fridays. lB+. Open Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Opens Sun-Thu atS pm. 772-8033.

STAGE GET
FIT
THIS

ContIlCt Improvlutlon CI_atRam
Island Dance Srudio. 25A Forest Ave.
Portland. Six weeks only! For more
infolT11ation. call 773-2562.
Educating Rite Thomas Playhouse
presents Willy Russell's romantic
comedy Sap 6-15 on Thu. Sat. Sun 8
pm at Thomas Playhouse. Rte 302. So.
Casco. Tickets are $101$12 . For more
infolT11ation call 655-3281 .
Juz .nd T.p c ..... begin at the
Casco Bay Movers School of Jazz
Dance. Classes for children and aOOhs
begin Sep 6. Fifteen-week course held
at the CBM School of Dance. 341
Cumberland Ave. Portland. For more
infonnation. call 871-1013.
Much Ado About Nothing Schoolhouse
Arts Cenmr at Sebago Lake will present
Shakespeare's comedy as directed by
Mark T . Mannette of Port Star
Productions. and presented by Embassy
Players. Sap 13. 14. 15.20. 21.22 at 8
pm ; Sun matinees on Sep 16 and 23 at
3 pm. Admission : aOOhs $10. seniors 62
and over & children $6. Sebago Lake
Village. jet of r1eS 114 and 35. For more
infonnation or res9lVations. call 6423743.
My Fat Friend by Charles Laurence Sep
7 and 9 at the Saco Grange Summer
Theamr in Bar Mills. PerfolT11ances are
Fri-Sat at 7:30 pm. Sun at 6:15 pm. For
more infolT11ation. call Pat Packard at
929-6472.

ContinlWi on page 16
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FALL

ONLY
MOS.

$99

FULL
MEMBERSHIP

•
•
•
•

REG.
$150

AerobicS/Step Aerobics • Massage Therapy
Nautilus
• Freeze Policy
Free Weights
• Sauna & Steam Rooms
Tanning
• 12' x 12' Jacuzzi

Portland

nRegency

HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054

16

Olsco Boy Wukly
Main. eoa.t Artl.ta. Russell Ave.
Rockpcrt. "Skowhegan Area Artists'
group show and 'Min&-Caves-O.Jarries.'
an installation by John Baird through
Sep 3tJ. Opening reception Sep 9. 4-6
pm. Hours: Daily 10 am-5 pm. 2362875.

FREE YOGA CLASSES
Thursday, September 6, 7 p.m.
Sunday, September 9, 1 p.m.
FALL SESSION
The
BEGINS SEPT.10
hatha yoga for all levels _
prenatal & therapeutic yoga
_ Tai chi chuan _ meditation

Yoga

Center

799-4449

Building lA. Sewall St.. Thompson's Point. Portland

Continued from page 15

AROUND TOWN

STAGE

Alb.rta'. Caf•• 21 Pleasant St.
Portland. 'Mackworth Abstracted,'
paintings from the landscape abstractad
by Carolyn Brown through Sep 15. For
more information. call77~1514.
Th. Art Oallery at Six DMring St.
Portland. A 'Juried Group Opening' will
open on Sep 7. with a preview-reception
from 6-9 pm at which each visitor may
cast one vote for the 'Bast of Show'
painting. The winner of this award will
be announced at the gallery's open
house Sep 8. 11 am-5 pm. Show
continues through Sep 22. Hours: TueSat. 11 am-5 pm. For more information.
call 772-9605.
Atoller Framing. 82 Middle St. Portland.
'Little Paintings,' selected works by
Marilyn Blinkhom through Sep 30. For
more information. call 774-2088.
B.yvl.w Oall.ry. 75 Market St.
Portland. Oil paintings by Scott Moore
through Sep 30; other exhibits by gallery
artists indude works by David Little.
Onin Tubbs. Carol Hayes. Carol Sebord
and Helen St. Clair. Hours: 10am-6pm
Mon-Sat. For m ore information. call 773-

The Windham c.m... lttaiI. TlHNlter
presents two on&-aclplays: "The Valianr
by Robert Middlemass and Holworthy
Hall. the story of a man awaiting
execution; and "When Shakespeare's
Ladies Meet.' in which Juliet falls in love
with Romeo and is advised by Portia.
Desdemona. Cleopatra. Ophelia and
Katherine. Shows will be Sep 14-15 at
7:3tJ pm at the Windham Community
Center. Tockets: $5 adults and $3 seniors
and students (notrecommendadforpreschool children). For reservations and
more information. call 892-3315.

After a

Rough

Day
f

r

at the
Office .•

AUDITIONS

Adjust your
attitude at

Happy
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AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY
_,",orner of Milk & Market Screen; • No Cover Charge. Appropriate Dress

-------------------------~

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS·
NEW
&

USED

RECORDS
TAPES
CDs

Audition. for the Nutcl1lCk.r Suit.
American Ballet EastwiN hold auditions
onSep8at10amforages6-11.11:3O
am for ages 12 and over. School of
American Dance. 17 BishopS~ Morrill's
Corner. Portland. For more information
call 878-3032.
Audition. for N.w M.mbers The
Greater Portland Youth Chorale is
looking for singers ' ages 12-18.
Prospective members should have a
prepared audition piece and will give a
brief demonstration of sight-singing
ability. Sep 10. 6-8:30 pm at the WillistonWest Church. Thomas St. Portland's
western prom. For more information call
Denis Drolbinski at 767-5207.
Th. Bowdoin ColI.g. Or.torlo
Chorale begins its1990-91 season.
Auditions will be held Sep 7 from 7-9:3tJ
pm at Gibson Hall. Rehearsal for the
Nowmber concert 'Psalm Settings' by
composers from Bach to Hoi st will begin
Sep 9 at6 pm in Gibson Hall. For more
information call 725-4258.
The ThMtw Project of Brunswick
will hold auditions for actors for its 90-91
season. Season includes 'The Boys
Next Door; 'Jacques Brei; 'Macbeth'
and 'The American Dreams and Other
Dreams: The Theal19rProjectaiso plans
two Second Stage ProOOctions. open to
people in the community: "The Phantom
Tollbooth' and 'The Caucassian Chalk
Circle: For more information. call 7298584.
The UnIvenItJ Chamber ~
at USM w~1 hold auditions on the
evenings of Sep 6 for all string players of
high school age and above. For more
information or 110 reserve an audition
time. call 780-5265.

ART
OPENING
The Art Gallery of the ChocoI.t.
Church. 804 Washington St. Bath.
"Figures and Faces; a juriad show in
several visual madiums. Show opens
Sep 7. There will be a reception on Sep
14 from ~7 pm. Hours: Mon-Fri 10-4;
Sat 12... For more information. call
443-4090 or 371-2144.
B.rrldo'f O_II.rl... 26 Free St.
Portland. Paintings by RobertSoiotaire
Sep 6-29. Opening reception Sep 6. 57 pm. Also at the gallery is a selection of
19th- and early 2Oth~tury American
paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm.
Sal 12-4 pm. m-S011.
Bowdoin Coli .... Brunswick. An
exhibit of color serigraphs by S.
Harpswell artist John Carman wi" be on
display Ihrough Oct in l.ancasIerLounge.
Mouhon Union. Reception to meet the
artist and demonstration of serigraph
design and prodJction methods on Sep
7 from 4-7 pm. Hours: Mon-Sun 8:3tJ
am-mictlight For more information call
725-3254.

3007.
Congr... Square O.II.ry. 42
Exchange St. Portland. An exhibit of
ceramicworks by artists from the Sawyer
SI. Studios in S. Portland. Artists include
Abby Huntoon. Sharon Townshend.
Lynn Duryea. Nancy Nevergole and
Nancy Carroll. Also on exhibit through
Sep 15 will be works by several gallery
artists. Hours: 11 am-6 pm Mon-Sat. 11
am-9 pm Wed. noon-5 pm on Sun. For
more information. call 774-3369.
D.nforth Oall.ry. 34 Danforth St.
Portland. 'Interpretations in Wood'
exhibition by twelve sculptors inspired
by the forests of Maine. Through Sep
29. Hours: 11 am-5 pm Tue-Sat. For
more information call 775-6245.
D •• n V.I.ntg.. Oall.ry. 60
Hampshire St. Portland. Exhibit of
paintings and monotypes by Katherine
. Bradford through Sep 9. Hours: Thu 128 pm. Sat 12-5 pm. Sun 12.. pm or by
appointmenl. 772-2042.
Dlmora. 26 Exchange St. Portland.
Handwoven rugs by Portland artist
Thomas Patton. Sep 1-30. Hours: MonWed 10am-6pm. Thu-Sat 10 arn-8 pm.
Sun 10 am-5 pm. For more information
call 775-7049.
Evan. 0.11ery. 7 Pleasant St. Portland.
'Behind Vacationland; photographs
from Maine and Kennebunkport by
Tonee Harbert through Sep 15. Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm. Sat 11 am-5 pm.
870-0042.
Ma.... Emporium. 85 YorkS~ Portland.
Works by Maine artists Paul Alexancre
John. Ilene Elowitch. Louise H.
Chapman and Gerald Dinsmore th rough
Sep 30. 871-0112.
Oreenhut 0011erlH. 146 Middle St.
Portland. 'Borrowed VIeWS: works by
Portland artist Connie Hayes. through
Sep 30. Reception with the artist Sep 6
from 5-7 pm. Hours: Mon-Satl0:3Oam5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Pa,.on Oollery of Art. Westbrook
College. 716 Stewns Ave. Portfand.
The Permanent Collection and Selectad
Loans through Sep 9. Hours: Tue-Fri 10
am-4 pm (Thu until 9). Sat-Sun 1-5 pm .
797-9546.
Richard Parka Gallery. 288 Fore St.
Portland. "Folk Art of India: The Sacrad
Art of Mithali' through Sep 7. BrillianUy
ooIored photographs that have been
handed down through the women of
rural areas of Eastern India. represent
Hindu mythology. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
am-5:30 pm. Fri until 7:30 pm. 7741322.
Portland Mu••um of Art. Seven
Congress Square. Portfand. Hours: TueSat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5; free on Thursday
evenings. 5-9. "Winslow Homer
Watercolors.- an exhibit of 13
watercolors painted between 1873 and
1897 (through Sep 23); 'Views From
- Rome from the Thomas Ashby
Collection in the Vatican Ubrary; an
exhibit of 81 drawings and watercolors
from the Renaissance through the age
of Romanticism (through Sep 30);
"Perspectives: Marjorie Moore,' an
exhibit of paintings. drawings and a
video installation (through Sep 23). 'The
BoatShow: Fantastic Vessels. Fictional
Voyages: Exhibit features artists'
interpretations of boats in a variety of
media including glass. wood. hay and
fiber (through Oct 28.) 775-6148
Portl.nd School of Art. The Baxter
Gallery. 619 Congress St. Portland.
'Student Exhibition 1990.' through Sap
21. with a reception Sep 5 from 5-7pm.
Hours: Tues-Sun 11-4. Thurs till 9 pm.
77~3tJ52.

$qJfember 6, 1990
Portl.nd Public L1br.ry. Five
Monument Square. Portland. "To Make
All Laws: Congress of the United Stales. '
a Library of Congress!American Library
Association Traveling Exhibition of
photo-reproduced prints. political
cartoons. manuscripts. portraits.
engravings. etchings. photographs and
posters to trace the development of
Congress as an institution in its first two
centuries. Through Sep 18. For more
information. cal 871-1700.
Spruc. Point II - Th. Sept.mber
Show. Spruce Point Inn. Atlantic Ave.
Boothbay Harbor. Exhibit of Maine
artists: Jane Dahmen. Gayle Fraas!
Duncan Slade. Paul Heroux. Eric
Hopkins. Judith Ingram. Thomas
Paiement. Paula Ragsdale. Richard
Saltonstall. Nikki Schumann. Allan
Walton. through Sep 16. Lecture by
Judith Sobol. Director. Joan Whitney
Payson Gallery. Sep 6. 7:30 pm. For
more information. call 633-4152.
Stein Oollery Contemporary GI_. 20
Milk St. Portfand. Three-dimensional
abstract paintings in glass by Stephen
Nelson and Daniel Gaumer til rough Oct
15. Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-6 pm. Sun 14 pm. 772-9072.

OUT OF TOWN
Ab.cu. O.II.ry. 8 McKown St.
Boothbay Harbor. Paintings by Daniel
Merriam through Sep 30. Hours: MonSun 10 am-6 pm. 633-2166.
Bowdoin College Muaeum of Art.
Brunswick. "Selected Prints from the
Vinalhaven Press Collection,' 77 prints
produced at the press since its founding
in 1984. Through Sep 23. An exhibit of
color serigraphs by South Harpswell
artist John Carman will be on display
throughout Sep and Oct in Lancaster
Lounge. Moulton Union. Open daily.
8:30am-midnight For more information.
call 725-3254.
EI.m.nt. Gall.ry. 56 Maine St.
Brunswick. 'Rocks. Bones and Ancient
Memories: Works in Clay by Squidge
Davis.' From intimate to sculptural to
monumental. Squidge Davis' objects
evoke our ancestors who first carved
~esandstackedslonestoe~ress

the sacred and create art. Sep 7-Oct 20.
Hours: Mon-Sat. 10 am-5 pm. For more
information call 729-1108 .
Gov.rnor'. G.II.ry Sp.c.. State
House. Augusta. 'Art Behind Bars:
works by inmates of the Maine
Correctional Center in South Windham.
Through Sep 26. Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am5 pm. 289-2724.
HobeSound OaIlerI.North. 58 Maine
St. Brunswick. Transportation in Art.
exhibition to benefit Owl's Head
Transportation Museum. Contemporary
and vintage artists' wori( portraying
various modes of transportation in a
variety of media. Works by Peter Maier.
Richard Estes. Reginald Marsh. others.
Through Sep 15. Hours: Tue-Satl0:3tJ
am-5 pm. For more information. call
725-4191.
Tho_MemortaI LIIInIry. 6 Scott Dyer
Rd. Cape Elizabeth. Sculpture by
Constance M. Rush on display through
Oct 12. Marble. soapstone and alabaster
sculpture. Hours: 9 am-5pm Mon. Wed.
Fri. Sat; 9 am-9 pm Tue and Thu. For
more information. call 799-1720.
Weath.rend Oollery. 374 Main St.
Rockland.
Fortuna
presents
'Construction - Works.' a celebration of
construction - the worker. tools. sites.
the process and the constructad product.
Sculpture. photographs. paintings.
prints. weavings and drawings are the
medIums. ArtIsts represented are
Barenice Abbott. Dianne BaIlon. Sondra
Bogdonoff, Hilary French. Roger
Majorowicz. Wendy Memmott. Pam
Smith. Monty Smith. Jim Young and
WilliamZorach. Through Sep21. Hours:
Mon-Fri. 8 am-5 pm. Sat 10 am-5 pm.
For more information call 596-6483.
York Instltut. Mu_m. 371 Main St.
Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for the
PermanentCollection'throughmid-Sep;
'Pants for Paintings' through mid-Oct.
Hours: Tue-Sat 1.. pm. Thu 1-8 pm.
282-3031.

OTHER
D.nforth Oollery invites visual artists to
present work for an exhibition of
'Emerging Artists: Required: the artist
must either reside or attend school in
Maine. Artists chosen by lottery. This
exhibition allows emerging artists the
opportunity to show their works. receive
professional reviews. possibly sell their
work and provides opportunities to
introduce their work and themselves to
theartcommunity. For more information.
send SASE to Danforth Gallery. 34
Danforth St. Portland ME. 04101.

Danforth G.II.ry is looking for
submissions to the second annual
Senior Citizens' Art Exhibi~ 'Roule 1
from Kittery 10 Brunswick: A Senior
Perspective: Works can foals on the
pas~ present or future and will be juried
by Martin Dibner. Six prizes w~1 be
awarded. Deadline for submission of
two- and three-dimensional works is
Oct 1. For more information. send SASE
10 Danforth GaIery. 34 Danforth St.
Portland. 04101.
ArtIatln R..... _ Program Deadine
for applications 110 new grants for lII'9as
considenld unclenserved by the Maine
Arts Commission is Sep 28. To be
eligible. IlltislS' residencies must take
place between Jan 1 and June 3tJ and
must occur in one of the following 12
counties: Aroostook. Hancock. Knox.
Franklin.
Oxford.
Penobscot.
Piscataquis. Sagadahoc. Somerset.
Waldo. Washington and York.
Information. applications and guidelines
are available bv caJting the Maine Arts
Commission at 289-2724. Applicants
must talk to Artist in Residence Program
AssocialeS Nancy Salmon or Sharon
Townshend before applying.
"The Boat Show: A Transporting
Expenence,. lecture to be giwn by
Uza Hammel. artcriticand formereditorin-dlief of 'Antiques World' magazine.
Sep 6. 7:3tJ pm at the Portland Museum
of Art. Seven Congress Square.
Portland. l.ectunI based on "The Boat
Show: Fantastic Vessels. Fictional
Voyages' exhibit. Free. For more
information. call 775-6148.
Roman Holiday. a fam~y day to be held
1-5 pm on Sep 9 in conjunction with the
"VIeWS From Rome' showatthe Portland
Mu seum of Art. Seven Congress
Square. Portland. Events include
performances by the Italian Heritage
Center Band and actor Tony Montanaro.
a sijde lecture on ltal ian arch itecture
and a showing of the 1953 classic
'Roman Holiday,' starring Audrey
Hepburn and Gregory Peck. All Roman
Holiday events are free with museum
admission. For more information. call
775-6148.
"Family Weekend ~ Portland
Museum of Art hosts a seafaring
extravaganza from noon-5 pm on Sep
15. and 1-5 pm on Sep 16.ln conjunction
with the exhibition. "The Boat Show:
Fantastic Vessels. Fictional Voyages;
demonstrations of boat buildng and
seafaring CtlIIts will fin the weekend.
Demonstration both days of the process
of c:roating HisllOric Ughtship Baskets.
as well as two films centering on ocean
voyages: "The Yellow Submarine' by
the Beatles on Sep 15 at 2 pm; and
'Around Alone.' a film that documents
Maine entrepreneur Dodge Morgan's
non-stop solo sail around the world.
Sep 16 at2 pm. An events are free with
museum admission . For more
information call 775-6148.
Ma.... CoMt ArtIsta. Russell Avenue.
Rockport. Reading by John Baird Sep
14. 7:30 pm. For more information. call
236-2875.
Lillian Ol.h stars in D.w. Griffith's
'Intolerance,' one in a series of early
dassics in the Portland Museum's fall
film series. 'Art in the Dark. 'Considered
by many to be a milestone in the history
of film. 'Intolerance' is an extravagant
movie comprising four storylines that
trace incidents of intolerance from the
persecution of Christ to the plight of the
2Oth~tury laborer. Sep 13 at 7 pm.
Portland Museum of Art. Seven
Congress Square. Portland. For more
information call 775-6148.

SENSE
Ca.par W.lnb.rg.r The Maine
Development Foundation has selectad
former defense secretary and current
publisher of Forbes Magazine Caspar
Weinberger to be the keynote speaker
at this year's annual meeting . Mr.
Weinberger will speak on "The Impact
of the Middle East. Eastern Europe and
the U.S.S.R. on the U.S. Economy' at5
pm. followad by a reception at6 pm. Mr.
Weinberger's speech will be proceeded
by a symposium on 'Rethinking
Education for Maine's Children' at3 pm
and the Maine Economic Opportunities
Panel Discussion at 3:45. said panel to
consist of three successful Maine
entraprenuers. The program is open to
the public and costs $40. For
reservations and more information. call
622-6345.

CertIfIcat. In FItnea Instruction USM
Lifeline offers eight~urse certificate
program. Fall courses indude "Sports
Injury: Prevention and Recognition:
'Fundamentals of Exercise Physiology'
and "Anatomy and Physiology for
Exercise Instructors.' Registraton
deacline isSep 7; classes beginSep 10
at the USM Portland Campus. For more
information. call 780-4170.
FInancial Workahope for the Mid-IWe
and Older Woman The Displaced
Homemakers Program workswith Maine
women as they find themselves in difficult
life transitions. In cooperation with
American Assoc. of Retired Persons.
the program will offar a series of seven
financial workshops aimed at
broadening the financial knowledge
base ofmiO-life and alderwomen. Series
will offer speeches by local financial
experts. followed by small group
discussion and wori(. Starts Sep 17.
Price is $20 for seven weeks. Several
partiallfull scholarships available. For
more information call n3-3537 or 1800-442-2092. ext. 333.
Four cl..... In the J.pan •••
languag. will be offered by the Japan
America Society of Maine in Portland
beginning the week of Sep10. Classes
for beginning students on Thu. Mon and
Wed evenings at the JAA offices. 1
Bank Road. A maximum of 10 students
will be acceptad for each dass. For a
brochure detailing costs and for further
information. call 774-4014.
Journal Keeping. a workshop at the
Maine Writers Center taught by Alfred
DePew. This workshop is designed for
those currenUy keeping a journal and
thosewhowish to startone. Manywriling
techniques will be discussed. including
prolblem solving. free writing. imaging
and the inclusion of dialogue .
Preregistration required. $30 for
members. $35 for others. Send to
MWPA. 19 Mason St. Brunswick. 04011 .
For more information can 729-6333.
Jung S.mlnar - Symbols of the
Unconscious:
Analysis
and
Interpretation - Bowdoin College
presents 'Emerging Messages: a
dream by Harry Sky. rabbi emeritus of
Portland's Temple Beth EI. Sep 11 at4
pm in the Faculty Room. Massachusetts
Hall. Bowdoin College. Brunswick. For
more information can 72~3000.
L.ctur., "A M.ln.r In the
Chryaonthemum Emplr« Edward
Sylv. .t.r Morae (1838-1925) as
Expert and Western Observer in Moiji.
Japan; presentad by U.S.M. at7pm on
Sap 12. Free and open to the public. for
more information call 780-4440.
L.ctur., "Canton ••• Artlf.ct.:
Chlnolaerte and the Early ""-'can
Id. .Nzatlon of Chin.," presentad by
U.S.M. Free and open ID the public. Sep
13. 5:30 pm at U.S.M.'s Portland
campus. Payson Smith Hall. Rm 1. For
more information caN 780-4440.
Lecture, "Th_logy for the Third
Millennium" Harvey Cox. a professor
at the Harvard Divinity School. will
present a lecture dealing with the
theology of the Spiritand its e~ressions
in our society today. Sep 9. 4 pm at the
General Theological Center of Maine.
159 State St. Portland. For more
information please contact Jonathan
Bums at 874-2214.
Lecture: Vladimir Shlrt_. a leading
Russian rocket engineer. will discuss
the Soviet spece program at7:3tJ pm in
the Chase Hall Lounge. room 113. of
Carnegie Science Hall. Bates College.
Lewiston. Free. Preceded at4:15 by a
technical talk by Mr. Shiriaev on
diagnostic studies of the Soviets'
'Energia' rocket booster. Room 113.
Carnegie Science Hall. For more
information. call 786-6330.
Looking at Ln. Through the Wisdom
Tradition of the Old Testament with
Rabbi Harry Sky. A search through the
most beautiful literature of the Hebrew
Bible for contemporary relevance. 10
Monday evenings. beginning Sep 10.79 pm at the Proprioceptive Writing
Center. Tuition: $200. CaN 772-1847 for
more information.
M.In. DOS U...r Group meets the first
Wed of every month at7 pm at Southern
Maine Tech nical College. Machine Tool
Technology Bldg Auditorium. So .
Portland. Membership rates are $25 per
year; free for full-time students. Formore
information. call n~7276 .
M.lne History Buffa! Portfand Public
Library will present a free. public slide
talk entitfed 'Downeast in D.C.,' an
illustratad survey of the many notable
figures from Maine history who went to
WaShington as members of the U.S.
Congress. Sep 11 at 7:3tJ pm. Also
offered: a free. public sc:roening of 'The
Congress.' a documentary by film-maker
Ken Bums. followed by a discussion
faaturing a joumalisrs perspective on
the U.S. Congress. Sep 13at7pm. Five
Monument Square. Portland. For more
information call 871-170011710.

Manag.m.nt Training U.S.M.'s
DepertrnentofContinuing Education for
Business is offering a program
specifically designad for the emerging
manager. 'I ntegratad Managemenr is
an intensive 10-day course that will take
place Fridays. Sep 14-Nov 16 at CEB.
68 High St. Portland. For more
information call 874-6510.
Middle East ~ Group will meet on
Sep 12. 7:30 pm at Congregation Bet
Ha·am. 111 Wescott Rd. So. Portland.
The group will plan projects for the fall.
Everyone is welcome to attend. For
more information. call 729-1060.

The NotIonal AbortIon RIghts ActIon
L ...... of Main. (Maine NARAL)
Informational meeting on what you can
do to secure the right to choose for the
women of Maine; video 'Abortion for
Survival: Sep 13 at 7 pm. Southern
Coastal Family Planning. 500 Forest
Ave. Portland. For more information call
871-7133.
OSHA:
Ould.
to
Volunt.ry
Compliance course offered by the
University of Maine Interactive
Telecommunications System beginning
Sep6. The 3tJ-hourcourse will acquaint
the participant with the general industry
standards of OSHA including tool safety.
fire protection. chemical and physical
hazards and much more. Not offered for
credit. but participants win receive a
certificafB from the Bureau of Labor
Standards. Cost: $120. For more
information call 784-2385.
Public Forum. 'Key Foreign Policy
Challenges Facing the Nation' The
Wood Affairs Council of Maine will
question Tom Andrews and Dave
Emery. Democratic and Republican
candidafBs for Congress. 1st District.
on what they consider to be the most
pressing foreign policy issues of the 90s
and whal will be needed to direct our
nation's efforts and resources to meet
them. Reception 5:30 pm; forum 6 pm.
Sep 12. Admission: $5 public; $1
students; WAC members free. For more
information call 780..551.
South_rth Planetartum Astronomy
Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser Shows
Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission is $3 for
adults. $2 for students and children (no
children under 5). For more information
call 780-4249.
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Get blown away by
The Boat Show
Slated to be the sole U.S. entry
to Expo 1992 in Genoa. [taly. lhe
amazing exhibition everyone's
talk.ing about is on view
now through October 28 at the
Portland Museum of Art.
Specl.1 Events

Business
and Social
Catering

Art Critic U . . H.mmal
A slide discussion on the boundaries
separating craft and fille art as

demonstrated in The Boat Show
Thursday. Seplember 6
7:30 p.m. Free
Claalclat Glort. Duclos
A slide discussion on the subject of

•

Gounnet-To-Go
Gourmet -To-Stay
(we now have seating!)

boat in ancient myths.
Thursday. September 27
7:30 p.m. Free
F.mlly week.nd Odyssey

Saturday, September 15 frolll noon
to 5 p.m. and Sunday. September 16
from I to 5 p.m.
Two fun-filled days orboal films.
talks, boatbuilding demonstrations,
and craft workshops. Free ";Ih
Museum Admission.

PORTLAND MUSEUl\1

or ART

JIARDING~ BOOK ~8~

538 Con gross Stroot
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Single Items or large collections wanted

"It's the best
damn beer
I ever drank!"
Jonathan

51.

BROWSERS ALWAYS WElCOME
10 am 10 5:30 pm Mon.·S.I.
AntlQUOflCn Bookselers Association of Amenca

1-800-228-1398
761-2150

533 Congress 51.

646-8785

Roule 1. Well.

Laurent

Community
Cable Network
week If9f1I'MJ

OFF THE

CLOCK
Bowdoin Col .... M_m of Art is
looking for volunteers to work as
receptionists and sales clerks. Training
will be provided. Shilts are Tue-Sat 10
a.m.- 1 pm.and 1-5 pm. For more
IIllormabon call Helen Dube at 7253064.
DI.I KIDS is telephone peer counseling
staffed by trained teenagers. The
program provides information. referrals
and counseling to area teens gives the
peer counselors a meaningful volunteer
work experience. Interested teenagers
can call 871-1015 during the day for an
application. or call Dial KIDS at 774TALK to talk to a volunteer about what
they do. People who are accepted to the
program attend 27 hours 01 classroom
instruction before going on the
telephone.
Feel good .boutyouraolf and learn new
skills! You can make a difference!
Volunteerfor Dial I NFO and help people
who are in aisis. All wori( can be done
from your home via the telephone.
Complete training and resources
provided. Next session bagins Oct 13.
Call Ingraham Volunteers. Inc. at 8741055 for more information .
G ....r.1 Th_IOIlcal Cent... needs
volunteers to work as book processing
assistants to count. acknowledge. sort
and catalogue the many usad books
receivad as gilts. General familiarity with
books. especially books of religious .
philosophical. psychological or spiritual
interest. would be helpful. Daytime hours
are available 9 am-4 pm. For more
information. call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.

Continued on page 18

Jonothan St. Laurent. owner of
Uncle Billy's South Side BBQ.
South Portland.

"O.K., so a few years ago I
invented Death by
Chocolate, and now I own
Uncle Billy's, but by God,
I never tasted a beer this
good,"
Discover Portland Lager
yourself. It's smooth and
delicious. Full-bodied and
very satisfying.
If you can't lind Portland
Lager where you drink your
beer, go to Uncle Billy's and
ask Jonathan for the best
damn beer in the house!
- But before you goLook for special Uncle Billy's
coupons in Portland Lager
6-packs.

Call In Portland:
Mayor Peter O'Donnell discusses
the topic of voting (1 Hour)
In The Gallery:
Modern Images I-An overview
with co-curators Donna cassidy &
Suzette Lane McAvoy (1/2 Hour)
Original Franco-American
Folk Music:
With Josee Vachon (1/2 Hour)
Gourmet Cooking Made Healthy:
Heart Healthy Soups (1 hour)
Programs premiere Fri. 7 -10pm,
and are repeated Sal. - Mon.
1-4 &7-10pm and Tues.• Wed .•
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland So Portland, Cape Elizabeth. Falmouth, Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham .

&

When you
give blood
•
you give
another birthday
another anniversary
another laugh
another hug
another chance.

The Amerfun Red uoss
514 Forest Avenue, Portl.nd

Maine Coast Brewing Company
Portland, Maine

Tues., Wed., Thurs, 11-7 pm
775-2367 or 1·800-481-0743

,,"

1•

&ptember 6, 1990

Cas", Bay I'kekly

Continued from page 17
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GERALDINE
ANT IQUE

WOLF

&E5TATE

JEWELRY

Tucs. - Sal. 11·5

26 MILK STRU,T
r()RTLA~n.MAI~t

20i
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Tomorrow's Antiques
An
Extensive
Collection

of
Custom Jewelry

by
Susan

Bickford
EO. BAILEY ANTIQUARIANS
JOY PISCOPO
137 -141 MIDDLE ST.
PORTLAND, MEQ4101

TEL. (207) 774-1479

Maybo
Somoday
Non-profit
organization, a developing and
innovative program for caring for people
with multiple sderosis, is looking for
Volunteers. People are needed to share
their interests with the dients of the
program, taking them to movies or
working on projects, etc. For more
information, visit Maybe Someday
Bookstore, 195 Congress St, Portland,
or call 773-3275.
IMw Entiliand RohIIbIlltation tinpltal
is looking for someone to assist
occupationaJ therapists. Volunteer will
make basic alterations on wash mitts,
slings and wheelchair bags with sewing
machine. Training will be provided and
a lunch pass will be provided for the
days that you work . For more
information, call 874-1015.
Portl.nd Musoum of Art seeks
volunteers for its docent program
beginning Sapl0. Docents provide a
variety of public serviceslorthe museum,
induding stalling the information desk,
developing tours lor special exhibitions
and finding new and creative ways to
interpret the permanent collection.
Twelve-week course . For more
information, call 775-6148.
Roful" Ro. .Hlomont Prolr.m
urgenUyneeds mattresses, boxsprings,
sheets, and pots and pans in good
condition for refugees arriving in Sap.
For more information cal 871-7437.
T-' Make others feel better. Join the
team of peer counselors for Dial KIDS,
774-TALK Helpline. Sap training. Call
874-1055 NOW for an application and
an interview.
USM Community Pr...._
is looking
for volunteers to lecture and present
seminars for its New Dimensions
Program. Presentations may be on any
subject of the vo!unlBef's expertise and
will be given to groups of 8-20 retirees.
Goodcommunicationandorganizational
skiMs ate essential. Volunteers receive
free program membership. Group meets
Saturdays, 9:30-11:30 am. For more
information, call the CenterlorVoluntary
Action at 874-1015.

L_bl.n Survivor'. Sharlnl A tenweek, co-facilitaled support group for
Lesbian survivors of chilcf100d sexual
abuselincest who are interested in
learning, healing and growing in a safe,
confidential, collective atmosphere.
Suggested fee per session is $35.
However, a sliding fee scale is available
upon request. Group meetings will be
held in Portland during evening hours at
Women space Counseling Center. For
more information call Vivian Wadas at
871-0377.
outright Portland alliance of gay ,lesbian,
bisexual and questioning youth offers
supportand information foryoung people
ages 22 and underina sa1eenvi"onment
Write : OUTRIGHT, PO Box 5028,
Station A, Portland, 04101, or call 774HELP.
P_tsAnonyrnou.isaself-helpgroup
for parents who want to develop better
parenting skills and are seeking support
and advice from other parents. Weekly
meetings are on Tuesdays at 6 pm or
Wednesdays at2 pm in Portland. Child
care is provided. Meetings are free. For
more information, call 871-7411.
Portland P.ront Support Group
sponsored by Mainely Families, Inc.,
meets Wednesdays from 7-9 pm at Clark
Memorial Church, Forest and Pleasant,
Portland. Parents share support and
guidance from other parents who share
similar experiences in raising preteens
and adolescents, while learning new
skills to prevent problems before they
occur. The support group is open to all
al area parents at no charge. For more
information,call Mainely Families at 7741884.
Survivor'. Sharintil A ten-week, cofacilitated support and counsel group
forsurvivors of childhood sexual abusel
incest who are interesled in learning,
healing and growing in a safe,
confidential, collective atmosphere.
Group meetings w~1 be held in Portland
during evening hours at Wornenspace
Counseling Center. Suggesled fee per
session is $35. However,aslidng scale
is available upon request For more
information, call 87Hl377.
WlntII. Support Groupe Tuesdays, 7-9
pm at 139 Ocean St, So. Portland and
Thursday, 7-9 pm at 11 Day St,
Weslbrook. For more information, call
Gerrie Brown at 767-2010.
YountllorWklowslWldowars SUpport
Oroup Men and women SOyearsof age
or younger who have been widowed
within the last 3 years are invited 10
attend a support group to help and
encourage each other through the
normal grief process. There will be a
small donation, though no one will be
turned away for inability to pay. Eight
meetings will be held on Thu eves
beginning Sap 2O,in Yarmouth. For more
information call 846-5285J9480.

Cold
Facts
In July more beer drinkers than
ever before chose Budweiser and
the Bud Family of beers over the
products of any
other brewer,ltwas
the best July in the
history ofAnheuserBuSCh, Inc-Here'S an
amazing fact ... Of all
the catchers who ever
played baseball--incredibly--only ONE
ever led the major
leagues in home runs
at the end of any
season ... You'd think
there would have been
more than that, but there haven't. .. The
only catcher to win a season's home
run title in big league baseball history
was ]ohny Bench ... Bench led the
majors in homers in 1970 and 1972-and no other catcher has ever done
it.When it comes to quaUty,
ddnkabUity and popularity

America's beer drinkers know -Nothing beats a Bud and that's a

fact! Surprisingly, in each of the
last Kentucky Derbys, the horse
that went off as the favorite did
NOT finish first ...The last
favorite to finish first
was Spectacular Bid in
1979. ThankYouMaine
for making Budweiser
and the Bud Family of
beers your favorite
brands_ One of the
strangest things that ever
happened in major
league baseball was
when the Houston
Astros, who play indoors
at the Astrodome, actually had a home game postponed
because of rain!. .. !t happcned]une
15, 1976... 10 inches of rain fell in
Houston ... The rain flooded streets
and people couldn't reach the
stadium ... So, strangly enough that
indoor game was rained out. To all
you qUality loving people___ .. _..
.......This Bud's for youl

Portland

Museum
of Art's
Boat Show

HELP WELL
NESS

Horpoa The Central Maine HELP Group,

affilialed with the N.H.R.C. program , is
having an informational meeting Sap
12, 7-9 pm at Brunswick Unitarian
Universalist Church, 15 Pleasant St,
Brunswidl. For more information, call
7~181 ext. 358 .
H.O.P.e. Salf-help support groups with
facilitators meet weekly to help heal the
emotional pain associaled with serious
diseases. Meetings are at Unity Church,
16Co1umbia Rd, Portland, Tuesdays 24pm, 5-7:30 pm and Thursdays 10am12 noon. There ate also support groups
for the family and friends of the ill which
meet Thursdays, 7-9 pm . For more
information call1-800-339-HOPE.
IftvrahamYoIunt..... Help available by
phone 24 hours a dey. Call 774-HELP .
I~ Work_ ......nt11 for wOl1<ers
having diffirulty with workman's comp o
system 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church,
comer of Lebanon and Maine streets,
Sanford. Special guest speaker on Sap
12: Neil Rolde.

Adun H. .nh Screening for diabetes,
anemia, colorectal cancer, high blood
pressure and cholesterol level
sponsored by Community Health
Sarvices. Two or more tests per person
are available, time permitting. Donation .
Sap 6, 1-4 pm, Steep Falls Center
Memorial Clinic, Center Falls; Sap 10,
10am-l pm, Town Hall,Casco;Sap 11,
10:30-12 pm, Oak Leaf Terrace,
Freeport; Sap 12, 1-3 pm, Town Hall,
Cape Elizabeth. For more information
call 775-7231, ext. 551, or toM free 1SOO.Q43-4331 .

Community H.alth 8anlc•• will
sponsor well-child dinics for children
birth-age 6. Comprehensive physical
examinations, screenings,labworkand
immunizations are provided. Sliding lee
scale. Clinics will be held atthe following
times and places: Sap 7, 9 am-2:3O pm,
Gorham Methodist Church, School St,
Gorham; Sep 11, 9 am-2 :30 pm,
Windham Community Center, School
SI. Windham; Sap 12, 9-11:30 am,
Fryeburg First Congregational Church,
MainSt, Fryeburg; Sap 13,9-11 :30 am,
Standish Kiwanis Club, Rte25, Standish;
Sap 14, 9-11:30 am, Yarmouth First
Parish Congregational Church, 135 Main
St, Yarmouth. For more information call
775-7231, toll free 1-800-643-4331 or
1-800-479-6331.
Excerclso PrOlram for Heart Patients
olfered by USM's Lifeline Program. This
program is designed lor individuals who
have either had a heart attack, coronary
by-pass surgery, angioplasty or angina.
Through Nov 14. For more information,
call 780-4170.
HF.m1H_1n CrIsI.-ChIIc1 ..... In NoocI"
is the theme for Sweetser-Children's
Home Fall Con1erence, which will include
30 workshops covering a wide range of
child- and family-related topics.
Conference is open to the public. The
registration fee of $45 includes the
general sessions, two workshops and
luncheon. Sap 14 from 9 am-3:45 pm,
50 Moody St,Saco. For more information
or to register, contact Pat Beaudoin at
284-5981, ext 242.
F.... Iy_I.r YOla CI_ to invigorate
and relax you. Wileihusband team of
Elaine and Francis McGillicuddy will
offer 1ree class twice to introduce
newcomers to Iyengar Yoga' Sap 9, 34:30orSap 11 , 5:30-7pmatthe Portland
Yoga Studio, 616 Congress St, Portland.
(Studients should call to reserve space
in the 1ree dasses.) Five separate fall
sessions will then begin on Sap 12, 13
(two dasses), 18 and 21 . Cost of 13week sessions: $104. Cost of lG-week
sessions (Fridays): $80. For more
information, call 797-5684.
Freedom from Smoklntl USM Lifeline
is olfering an 8-session group program
to help individJals quit smoking. Classes
begin Sap 25. Registration deadline is
Sap 19. USM Portland Campus on
Falmouth SI. For more information call
780-4170.
Oourmet Cooldnl M.d. Hoalthy
Sponsored by the American Heart
Association, SMTC and Maine Affiliate,
loc., th is 8-week cooking series will
address the besic principles of gourmet
cooking, taking into consideration the
required modilications lor a hearthealthy diel. Saries begins Sap 7 on
cable channel 37. For more information
call 773-5522 or 799-1212.
Hoallntll ofP_n. Exceptional: help,
support and guidance after a cancer
diagnosis. "Recovering the Gillof Hope:
a talk by Wendy Williams and Lisa
Whiteside, will be presented at 7:30 pm
on Sap 11 at Mercy Hospital, Lower
Auditorium, 144 State St, Portland. For
more information call 743-9373 or 617239-1335.
Horb. For Sonlor. Work.hop
Participants will discuss health patterns
and problems of aging. Discussion will
focus on locally available herbs useful
Ioroptimal health and for treating specific
diseases . Topics to be included :
osteoporosis/arthritis, cardiovascular
disturbances. digestive function , cancer
and more. From 9 am-4 pm at the
Sabbathday Lake Shaker Village, RR 1,
Poland Spring. For more information,
call 926-4597.
Koys to Groater Aw.r_ _ Ananda
Center of Portland presents a workshop
on expanding the sense 01 personal
identity in order to tap into energy &
awareness. Focus on techniques 01
deep breathing, exercise, affirmation,
music and meditation. Cost: $10 . Sap
13 at 7:30 pm, West Church, 32 Thomas
St, Portland. For more information call
878-8673.
LH.llno Fall Actlvltle. The U.S .M.
Center for Fitness, Recreation and
Fitness is offering a variety of health and
fitness activities. Classes are open to
the general public, men and women ,
18-80 years of age, and every fitness
level. Offerings indude Cardiovascular
Fitness (walkljoglaerobics), Bodyshop
(combination weight training and aerobic
conditioning), GAP . (a lacility
membership) , Senior Fitness (for
indiyiOJals 55 andover), Freedom lrom
Smoking, rai Chi Ch'uan (Chinese
diSCIpline of meditative movements),
Aqua-Aerobics and Aquatic Fitness.
Registration deadline is ~ 7 for most
programs Free brochures and
information are available for these and
other Lifeline programs by calling 7804170, Mon-Fri, 8 am-5 pm .

Lo... Vour Back USM Lifeline Center
oilers a six-week exercise course for
people with mild or chronic lower-back
pain. Tue at 5-6:15 pm on the USM
Portland Campus. For more information,
call 780-4170.
Modnotlon Rot ....t Friends of the
Western Buddist Order are offering
week-long meditation retreats at
Aryaloka. ~ N.H. Retreats are
intended for people with no experience
with meditation or Buddhism, but for
others the retreats offer opportunities to
medital9 with other people. For more
information call 603-659-5456.
Naturo Walka Unlimited offers
"Encountering Oneself in Nature-:
indiYklJal sessions, night walk series
and special environment workshops.
Co-sponsored by Dinnell & Hall. For
more information call 774-2441 .
IMw 1'.1 ChI cla_ and fall YOI.
c l _ for all levels, pre-natal yoga
and a new therapeutic dass ollered at
The Yoga Center, PO Box 1243,
Portland. For more information call 7994449.
Public Cholo.torol and Blood
Pre.uroecr-lngof1ered by USM's
Li1eline at the USM Gym on Falmouth
St, Portland. Sap 6 from 5 pm-8 pm.
Screenings done on a Walk-in basis.
First come, first serve . Fee is $8. For
more information call 780-4170.
Youth " " - USM Lifeline will be
starting a session of Youth Fitness on
through Oct 27. Program is designed to
provide proper conditioning techniques,
increase muscular strength and
endurance, and increase cardiovascular
capacity andimproveflexibility. Classes
are held in the Bodyshop at the USM
Portland Campus gymnasium Tue and
Thu 7-8 pm and Sat 11 am-12 pm. For
more information call 780-4170.
Woll-Child Clinic sponsored by
Community Health Services, Inc. for
children up to six years old .
Comprehensive physical examinations,
screenings, labworkandimmunizations
are provided. Sliding scale fee. Sap 7, 9
am-2:30 pm, Gorham MethodistChurch,
School Street, Gorham . For more
information oran appointmen~ call 7757231 .
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1(eys to Greater Awareness
An Ananda Workshop
with Terry & Padma McGilioway
-Thursday, September 13th
-7:30 p.m. Cost: $10.00
Williston-West Church, 32 Thomas St.
Call 878-8673 for more information.

Meditation, Affirmation & RiglJt Attitudes
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World Mud Bowl
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Extend the summer one more weekend - at least. Here's a competition that's been around forever, and is older than dirt: the World Mud
Bowl.
This annual touch football competition is for real, played in kneedeep mud over a period of three days. You can't tell the players
without a program.
The games start on Friday, Sept. 7, at 2 p.m. and then again at noon
on Saturday and Sunday. The games will be played at Hog Coliseum
in the center of North Conway village.
The eight entrants from New England are as follows: from
Sugarloaf, Vt., the Carrabassett Valley Rats; from North Conway,
N .H ., the Mount Washington Valley Hogs; from Berlin, N.H., the
Berlin Mudsters; from Franklin, N.H., the Merrimack Mud Cats; from
Andover, Mass., the Mass Muddas'; from Danvers, Mass., the North
Shore Mud Sharks; from Quincy, Mass., Headlock Cafe; and from
Cumberland, R.I., the Cumberland Muckineers.
From a sports angle, the players are big, tough, and rumored to
have graduated from places like University of Maine at Farmington
and University of New Hampshire. Twelve feet makes a first down,
and the games are usually won by a single touchdown or safety.
Games last for one hour with no timeouts except during tne last
minute. It's primarily a passing game, but hardly a passing fancy.
There's mud in your eye, NFL.

Mike Quinn
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A Full Service Kite Store
For All Ye Mighty Wind Related Needs

Kites for the Whole Family from novice to expert

DELTAS. DIAMONDS. PARAFOILS
DRAGONS. BOX. STUNTERS
DESIGNER WIND SOCKS. WIND TOYS
ASK about our FREE Lessons

3 Wharf Street Portland ME 04101 871-0035
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SPORT
c.1Iftcateln""-InstructIonUSM
Life~ne offers eight-rourse certificate
program. Fall courses indude Sports
Injury: Prevention and Recognition:
"Fundamentals of Exercise Physiology"
and "Anatomy and Physiology for
Exercise Instructors." Registraton
deadline is Sap 7; classes begin Sap 10
at the USM Portland Campus. For more
information, call 780-4170.
Exhibition of Frlsboo Skills sponsored
by the Portland Red Tide Frisbee Club
beginning at 11 am, Sap 8-9 at the
Winslow Raids, Yarmouth. For more
information, call 775-2696.
FJrst Annual Loaf Valoy Uphill Run
The Lost Valley Ski Area will present its
first annual run on Sap 9. The four and
one-half mile "cross country" style trek
will take runners up and down hills,
across ridges , over roads , through
orchards, up ski trails and finish at the
top of the Lost Valley Ski Area. Free
chairfift rides for spectators. This is the
first 01 four "Peak to Peak Maine Alpine
Running' races. The other races are at
Sugarloal/USA on Sap 23, Shawnee
Peak in Bridgton on Sap 30, and at
Sunday River in Bethel on October 6.
For more information, call 784-1561.
M.ln. Son lor Oamo. Two-day
statewide competition Sap 14- 15 for
older adults will be held in Bangor and
Portland. Track, SWimming, bowling,
golf, tennis, table tennis, racquetball,
bicycling , horseshoes, basketball ,
softball throw and football throw are the
sports represenled. Seniors will compe1e
in five age categories: 55-59, 60-64, 6569, 7G-74, and 80 and older. Entry fee is
$5, which indudes t-shirt and certificate
of participation (extra fee for bowling
and golf). Entry forms are available at
any Casco Northern Bank office or
through the Southern Maine Area
Agency on Aging. Formoreinformation,
call 775-6503.

Wortd Mud Bowl Eight teams from
throughout New England will do battle
in the muck of Hog Coliseum in North
Conway Sap 7-9. Worfd Mud Bowtoffers
all the ingredients of dassic fall football
- pep rally, bonfire, parade with bands
and floats, cheerleaders, competitive
spirit - plus mud. Tickets: adults $5,
children under 12 $3, under 5 free. The
pristine Hog Coliseum is located in the
center of North Conway village. For
more information call (603) 44 7-6336.
YWCA Fall walk-in registration Sap 6-7
and 10-11, 9 am-6 pm . Childcare
registrationisongoing. YWCA, 87 Spring
St, Portland. For more information call
874-1130.

OUTSIDE
Appalachian Mount.1n Club Capturing
the kaleidoscope of autumn colors on
film will be the focus of the "Natural Light
Photography Seminar: designed for
photographers of all levels. All facets of
mountain photography using natural light
will be explored - timberline, forest,
moving water, rocks, landscapes and
clouds. Two nights of the week will be
spent at the AMC's backcountry facility
Zealand Falls. Pinkham Notch Camp in
NH will serve as the base for daily field
trips, lectures and darkroomworkduring
the remainder of the week . For
reservations and information, call orwri19
Workshop Secretary, Appalachian
Mountain Club, PO box 298, Gorham,
NH 03581 . (603) 466-2727.
BoglnnerBackpacldntlland Campinl
workshop sponsored by the Appalchian
Mountain ClUb. Learn about trip and
meal planning, basic first aid, map
reading skills and low impact camping .
Sap 7-9. For more information, call or
write Workshop Secretary, Appalachian
Mountain Club, PO Box 298, Gorham,
NH 03581 . (603) 466-2727.

Blldntll In Freeport and Varmouth
Casco Bay Bicyde Club is hosting a
regular Wednesday evening ride on the
back roads of Freeport and Yarmouth at
6 pm. For location of rides, call Charlie
at 865-3636 or Ketra at 829-4402.
Casco Bay BIcycIo Club Upcoming
Trips: Sizzling Tuesdays in North
Windham (30 miles), Tuesdays, 5:30
pm, meet at Sizzler Steak House, North
Windham (Gary Davis, 892-8257); Third
Annual Club Century - Gorham, Kezar
Falls, Sanford - Sap 8, 7 am, meet at
Gorham Shop 'N Save (Jerry Tipton,
799-2821); Second Annual Cow Chip
Corner Fling, Sap 8 (Jim Thorne, 7722821); Bar HarborWeekend with MOAC,
Sap 14-16, meetat Back Cove Shop 'N
Save at 5 pm (Sue Raymond, 8710264); NorthISouth Berwick area Sap
23 (Liz Vezeau, 646-5396); Second
Annual Bear Notch Ride, Sap 29, 8 am,
meet at Gorham Shop 'N Save to carpool
(Mike Morrison, n2-8465); Ossipee
Mountain Ride and Fire Tower Hike (37
miles), Oct 6, 9 am, meet at Gorham
Shop 'N Save (Evelyn Cookson, 8545029). For more information on club
activities, call the Outdoor Hodine at
774-1118.
Estu.ry Day: The Wells Reserve at
Laudholm Farm will presentthefollowing
events: Mr. and Mrs. Fish at 1pm , grand
opening of exhibits in Visitors' Center,
and dedication of research lab by Gov.
John McKernan at 4 pm on Sap 15.
Free. Rain or shine. Wells National
Estuarine Research Reserve, off Rte 1
north of Wells. For more information call
646- t555.
aet Your Paddle Wet Bring your kayak
for evening paddles Thursday evenings
at6 pm through Labor Day at East End
Beach in Portland. For more information,
call Jell Wescott at 772-5357.
M.ln. Outdoor AdYonturo Club
Upcoming trips : Black Angel Trail
Maintenence Trip Sap 15-16, Bike and
Canoe in Bar Harbor Area, MOAC and
Bike Club Trip Sap 15-16. For more
information, call 871-0624.
Maino Women Outdo .... Hiking and
bicycling day trips are open to all women
18 and older: cam ping, biking and hiking
in Acadia National Park, Sap 7-9, $20 ;
bicycling in IIseboro, Sap 16; Baldplate
Mountain Day Hike, Sap 23; canoeing
on the Haraseeket River, Freeport, Sap
30. For more inlormation, write Maine
Women Outdoors, RR '3 Box 343,
Augusta, 04330 or call 547-3919.

ra:al-nJ,! Co"' Inc_
llU'L!.,nCLJ

1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
o •• WE PAY CASHo 0 0
Be Ready For School:
Sale on slightly used
Flutes • Clarinets • Saxes • Trumpets
Use our convenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95per gram
BlTY oSELLo1]UUDE

LET'S PARTYI
Cruise Casco Bay
mth

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
this Friday Sept 7, Everyone Invited!
Call Casco Bay Lines For Tickets 774,7871
Come see us at the all new
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATTRACTION
where every wednesday nire is Ladies Nite at Raoul's
with the Red Light Revue - Ladies Admitted Free!

Now booking weddings and
corporate parties for fall, CALL 883~2802
Continued on page 20
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DROP I1E ALINE...
Continued from page 19

PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
144 HIGH ST., PORTLAND

773·5547

OPEN EVERY DAY

I

WITH THIS AD, $1.00 OFF ADULT ADMISSION TO DESERT- ,
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Come to Freeport, and Visit...

:

Desert of Maine

I
I
I
I
I
I

. ' - =-Maine's Famous Natural Phenomenon
Giant Sand Dunes· Narrated Coach Tours. Nature Trails. Sand Artist
1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Painting· Gift Shop. Store
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 • Desert Rd .• Dept. V • Freeport 04032
Open May 10th - October 10th Tel . (207) 865-6962

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

- Limit One Coupon Per Person _ _ _ _ _ _c!ll"J

DON'T
M 155
OUT!
List your health-related
business or service in
the Wellness Directory

.--

For only $20, you can put your business
or service in front of 40,000 readers.
Mail the form below, or call Melissa
Johnson at Casco Bay Weekly, 775-6601.
Mastercard & VISA accepted.

OUTSIDE
Mersh Neture Center Summer
programs : Canoe Tours daily 10-11 :30
am, Tue and Thu &-7:30 pm ($6/$5 for
members , $71$6 for non-member); Salt
Marsh Adventure, walk explores unique
ecology of the sak marsh, Mon 9:30-11
am, Thu 2-3 :30 pm ($2formembers ,$3
for non-members); Dawn Birding, look
and listen for egrets, glossy ibis, herons,
ducks, willets and swallows, Wed 78:30 am ($2 for members, $3 for nonmembers). Maine Aucllbon Society's
ScIrilorough Marsh Nature Center is
located on Route9in Scarborough. For
more information on any of the above
programs, call 883-5100.
OUtdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicyding,
hiking, camping, canoeing and other
trips sponsored by the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.
Plzu Ride 10-20 m~e ride along the
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at Pars
Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill in
Scarborough. For more information, call
799-1085.
Wild Mushroom Hunting The
Appalachian Mountain Club will take
you on a hunt at Pinkham Notch Camp
on Sap 8-9 to collect and identify Iiek:t
and woodland mushrooms. If you have
always been inllerested in eating wild
mushrooms, but are ooncemed for your
safety, here is a tremendous opportunity
to learn just which ones are safe to eat
and which ones are poisonous. For
reservations and more information, call
or write Workshop Secretary,
Appalachian Mountain Club, PO Box
298, Gorham, NH 03581 . (603) 4662727.

A Child's Self·Esteem: Qrowth
Through the Arts Edith Doughty,
children's theater director and arts
edJcator, will present a free workshop
for parents and lleachers. The hour-long
workshop will demonstrate specific
techniques for increasing a child's selfesteem through story-telling , song ,
dance, mime, acting and games. Sap
13 at 7:30 pm at the 88 String Guitar,
100 FrontSt, Ba!h. To reserve workshop
space or inquire about other dasses,
call 443-9603.
Dence Meglc: children's creative
movement, beginning ballet and jazz
dance lor 4-14-year-olds. For fall
registration and information contact the
following: Cumberland Community
Sarvices at 829-2208, Portland School
01 Ballet at 772-9671 , Yarmouth
Community Services at 846-9680, or
Casco Bay Movers at 871 -1013.
Flicks for KIds Portland Public Library
(871 -1700): Sat, 10:30 am ; Riverton
Branch (797-2915): Thu, 1 pm.
Qyrnboree Open House developmental
play program for children 3 mon!hs-4
years and their parents. Open house
hours: 9/6 and 9(7, 3 months-l year
9:45-10 :30 am, 1-4 years 10:30-11 :30
am. Trinity Episcopal Church, Forest
Ave, Portland. For more information call
1-442-8446.
South PortiMCI Rec....uon is offering
a youth soccer program for boys and
girls in grades 3-6, a flag football program
for boys in grades 4 &5, and is cosponsoring a tackle football program for
boys in grade 6. Registration Sap 7 from
6-7 pm. Participants must be
aocomptvlied by a parent. For more
information call 799-7996.
Stories for Kids Portland Public Ubrary
(871 -1700): Mon, Wed and Fri, 10:30
am ; Riverton Branch Ubrary(797-2915):
Fri, 10:30 am; Prince Memorial Ubrary,
Cumberland (829-2215) : Wed, 10:30
am (2-3 yearolds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5
yearolds).
Young P_ple'. Center for the
Performing AnsA unique ballet- plus·
theater experience for children. Ballet
ages 7-16, pre-balletages4-8. Creative
modem dance, ages 6-9 and 10-14.
Workshops: musical comedy, scenic
design, lighting, costume design and
Jazz dance. To regi ster and for more
information, call Barbara Goelman at
766-2857.

wellness directory
nutrition

Actual Size

ETC

classes/workshops

Deadline
FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER 7

counseling/therapy

Congress street
Counseling

I

1

healing & bodywork
STRESSED oun TRY
ntERAPU11C MASSAGE

Jane Doe, M.A.
Personal, Professional

from a sensitive,experlenced,
caring therapist

777-7777

222-2222· Yarmouth

John Doe

Remember, the deadline for this special ad
section is Friday, September 7, 5:00 p.m.
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J
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Complete and mail with your ad to:
Wellness Directory
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 041 02
Name: __________________________________
Address: _______________________________
City:__________---'Zip: __________
Daytime Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Payment: Check,_ _ MC·_ _VISA"--___
Card No.:
Exp. Date_______
Preferred Headin9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FOR
KIDS

An:.......

Art School: Chlldren'e
Exhibit Portland Public Ubrary offers
an elChibitbychildren in Portland's Soviet
Sister City from Sap 10-0ct30. Special
public program 7 pm on Oct 2 in the
Rines Meeting Room ;information about
Archangel and Sister City program
presented. Library hours: Mon, Wed, Fri
H;Tue, Thunoon-9 ; Sat~5 . Formore
information, call 871 -1700 or871·1710.
Art etucllo CIa_ For Kleis Fresh
Paint. 1 Blue Heron Drive, Brunswick,
offers studio classes for preschoolers:
amorpm 2112 hr. sessions, studio and
classroom settings. Apply now for 9091 school year. Class size limited. Full ,
part-time & drop-in day care also
available. Formoreinformation, call 725-

4983.
Auditions for the Nutcracker sune
American Ballet East will hold auditions
on Sap 8 at lOam forages &-11,11 :30
am for ages 12 and over. School of
American Dance, 17 Bishop St. Morrill's
Comer, Ponland. For more information
call 878-3032.

AntIque Show and Preview Brunch
The Women's Commitee of !he Portland
Symphony Orchestra wi l hold a brunch
9-10:30 am Sep 15 at the So. Ponland
Armory. TICkets are $20 . Antique show
to be held 10:30 am-5 pm Sap 15,and
11am-5 pm on Sap 16 at the So. Portland
Armory. Admission is $3. Proceeds to
benefit !he PSO. For reservations call
829-4562 or 781-4187.
Bicycle Tour of Cape Ellzebeth
Leisurely ride through So. Portland and
Cape Elizabeth led by John Reed
Houghton Sap 15, 10 am-2 pm. Tour
features homes built by local builder
William Murray, the planned
neighborhoods of Sylvan Sites and
Oakhurst, as weH as some early homes.
Three-hour tour is designed for the
beginning cyclist. Meetatthefirst parking
lot in Fort Williams Park, Cape Elizabeth.
The Greater Portland Landmarks Tour
is $6 for members, $8 for non-members.
For more information on Landmarks
Summer Tour Program, call 774-5561.
Compostlngl U.S.M.'s Cooperative
Eldension Service isoffering the services
of 35 individuals from Cumberland and
York counties who have recently
completed a masller composller training
program and are now available to work
with individuals, families and groups
interested in leaming how to compost.
These trained volunteers will respond to
questions about backyard composting
and recyding of organic wastes for
apartment dwellers as well as
homeowners. To request a composting
fact sheet or to contact a master
composter, call your county extension
office for referral to the nearestvoiuntBer.
In Cumberfand call 780-4205, in York
call 324-2814.
Contredance with Shenanigan.
Beginners and singles welcome, ell
dances will be taught Admission: $4.
Sep 8 at 8:30 pm at the Newbegin Gym
in Gray. For more information cal 4283986.

Enriched Gold... Age Club invites men
and women 60 and over to Wednesday
luncheons and prgrams as follows: 91
12, Off Oxford St Players, skit; 9119,
Baau and David, music; 9/26; Eleanor
Yerxa, advice on health, money. Cost is
$ 1.50. Reservations must be made in
advance by calling the Salvation Army
at 774-8974 .
The Lightship '12 Nantucket, an inthe-water dockside maritime museum
and National Historic Landmark- and
Coast Guard-designated ' Attraction
Vessel: offers guided tours on board,
Saturdays from 10 am-4 pm & Sundays
12 noon-4 pm. Adults $3, seniors and
children $1 .50. Groups by appointment.
For those interested in membership,
orientation meetings wiN be held on
board ship Sap 11 and 27 at 7 pm.
Maine Wharf, Portfand (near Casco Bay
Ferry Terminal). For more information
call 775-1181.
Malne8t1..t '110 Celebration in !he Park
Sam Kilboum & !he Wright Brothers will
emcee, with performances by Robin
Mello, the 195th Army Band Brass
Cluinle~ Gary Knowles, the Moonbeams,
Randy Judkins, Ida Roy, the Kennebec
Valley Boys, Michael Cooney, Blanche
Sockabasin, Hard Core and the School
Street Band. Governor John McKernan
will open the ceremonies. Sap 8, SO
Middle St, Portland . For more
information call 874-1990.
P. .ks leland Welklng Tout' Local
resident and architect Nancy Barba
leeds an insiders' tour of Peaks Island's
tum-of·the-<:entury cottages Sap 8, 9:30
am. Ferry returns at 2:45 pm . The
Greater Portfand Landmarks Tour is
$10formembers,$12fornon-members.
For more information on Landmarks
Summer Tour Program, call 774-5561.
PorUand Chapt., of Hadassah will
celebrate its 75th anniversary with an
evening of dinner and theater to benefit
the Hadassah Medical Organization.
NeW Simon's ' The Good Doctor"will be
the presentation of the Vintage
Repertory Company. Sap 8, 7:30 pm at
thePortiandClub, l56StateSt. Donation
is $75 per person. For reservations call
781-5192.
Prout's Neck Annual Rummage ....
Sponsored by Scarborough Country
Club on Sap 6 from lOam-noon, rain or
shine, Black Point Road, Scarborough.
For more information please call 8834656.
. . . .ho ... Trolley MUHUm Rides on ,
and tours of, authentically restored
trolleys. World's oldest and largest
collection. Acllits $5.50, Sr. citizens
$4.50, children6-16$3.50, under6free.
Log Cabin Rd, Kennebunkport
For more information, call 967-2712.
80cIei Group for single people ages 3555 Sight seeing, camping, bowling,
dancing, trips, etc. Formore information,
call 856-1174 between 5-6 pm.
Wolf.. s Neck Fe"" Members of Maine
Organic Farmers and Gardeners
Association are opening the gales to
the public. Wolfe's Neck Farm in
Freeportwill concllct8 tour Sap 8, 1 pm.
The tour allows visitors to look over herd
of animals, hayfields, bams, beef sales
and marketing techniques. For more
information, call 865-4469.
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DWM 48 SEEKING attractiva
witty, ails literata, unencumbered
S/O
Female
35 +.
for
companionship, mutual happiness
and have long term relationship in
mind. Must know how many step6
there are to serenity, have
traditional values, and be able to
accept people as they are. No
modifiers or controllers. I am
looking for a deep meaningful, You
and I can do anything togetherooss.
All replies gratefully answered.
CBW Box 312 TPL 22244
DWM 35, illS good looking with
athletic build who enjoys the
outdoors, exercise, dining out,
mOVIes, C8,!,pmQ, photography,
antiques, belflQ together, sharing
together, mU&eums, long walks,
nature and musIC. fm a Gentleman
wi" a good sense of humor, who's
kind and sensitive, great listener
and ohen romantic through
words and deeds. Please oontact ff
you are a SWFiOWF between 2S
and 35 and possess similar
Iflterasts or qualitIes. CBW Box
373

mi

IT'S MY 35TH birthdayl and I am
looking for a card from you . SWM
5'1 rr 1751>6, seeking someone who
enjoys exploring the unusual
portions of our Intellect, dancing
and sharing a tub while reading the
Sunday Papers. Chem·free, heppy,
opan , slightly off· balance. CBW
Box 359 TPL 22242

learning

DESPERATELY SEEKING Janna
(SWF 26, 5'8· F-PORT) Great
Sensahumal I was intrigued but
your address fails to work- if you
still wish tl study together, leave a
message or write again CBW Box
365 TPL 22243
CARA BELLINA·· Lunch at the
Portland Museum 01 Art cafe has
only whet my appetite. Lers be
alone in the dark. The closest thing
to Pasquino's--the Museum
auditorium. Thursday evening
(Sept 13) is Intolerance
I NEED A MAli WHO isn't afraid
of 'galors and snal<esl ... who'd like a
dangerw; , exotic adventura once in
a while, who can take it b the limit,
but who knows how to relax.
... educated, established, familiar
with paren~ng, fun, oonflden~ mid40's, daring. Faint at heart need
not apply. CBW Box 371

SWM I'M intelligent, worldly,
sincere, good-looking, supportive, I
enjoy nature, close friendship6,
romance, intimate talks, fitness.
You have same qualities, 25-30,
pretty, enjoy close one on one
relatlOnship6 with lots of cuddling,
romance, and friendsh ip and a
sense of humor. Please respond, you
won't regret it. Phone and photo
greatly appreciated. CBW Box
367

BI·SEXUAL MALE· 45, new to
area Loolting kl meet olher bi-men
and women, also couples, intsrestad
in boating, movies and making
friends. rm down to earth, cleen
and do not smoke, drink or do
drugs. Will answer al. CBW Box
310

SWF, 2&, READY TO begin her
ultimate search for her special
WHATCHA GONMA DO whenna someone. That someone shoUd have
Reggae bores your Iriends? JaI1 strong family ties, is down-tosays, Rnd some new friendsll SWM earth, easY'going, a hard worker,
42 looking for partner to share responsible, gentls, nls,
excitement 01 music, motercycies understanding, enjOYs I~s, and is
and movies, plenlf of good riding able to see past the outer person
weather leh~ Br, Po Box 266 to the inner person, and most of all,
Saco I.E 04072.
' doesn't mind being seen with
someone who has a walkin~
G UATHERMEII, come join the disability. II you leel you fit thIS
Harbor Masters for Brotherhood model, and you are a S,QWM, age
and compenionship. Write to The 28-36, please raply to CBW Box
Harbor Masters, PO Box 4044, 369
Portland, ME 04101

CONTACT IMPROVISATION
Oance Classes starting Sept 11 Oct 16. Tues 7·S:30pm at Ram
Island Dance. Call 773·2562 or
773 -7625 for more inlo.
Beginners welcome.
POTTERY CLASSES, small,
individual instruction, beginningintermediate. Tues 4:30-7:30 or
Wed 6:30-9:30. Sawyer Street
Studios, South Portland. $185,
$25 Lab lee. call Abby 7674394. Stalls week September 17.

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
BETSY: IS THIS MY lucky week?
If it is still "Nothing ventured, nothing
gained," call me. Leave a message,
37 is a great age,

DRAWING: Learning to &ee. Man
or Wed evening classes. Beginning
Sept. 24, 10 weeks. $250 tuition.
Brochure : K. BoId~ 19 Birch Knolls,
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107. call
799-5728

TPL22245.

GWM LEATHERMAN, 40's
healthy, sincere, discreet, seeks
trim, masculine, younger GM's to
share ideas, experiences and good
times. Let me be your Daddyf PO
Box 1169, Sanbrd, ME 04073

OPENING THE DOORS to
Creativity. Become empowered
with the essence of your unique
creativity. Multi-media workshops
using art experiences as vehicles
for innovation and creative problem
solving. 6 weeks beginning Fri IMs
9/21-10/26 or Tues. PM's 101301214. call Sarah Knock at 82~
5750. Special Sat NIl workshop6.
Come kll or any comllnation of 5.

READY TO START living? Too
long dying and ready to start
living? Come to Peaks Island and
find the Old Man of the Island. Not
quite that ready? Write him at
CBW Box 368

WATERCOLOR CLASSES Basic
level: 7 weeks beginring Tues. IMs
Sept. 25. Intermediate level: 6
weells beginning Mon. AM's Sept.
24. Call Sarah KnocIc 82~5750

datin services
,

.....

TALKING PERSONAL
With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals
~ou can not: only read the personals, you can also
hsten to them and leave a message of your own!

MINDFUL BODY CLASSES in
the Feldenkrais method 01
Awareness Through Movement
begins Wed. Sept 12th, 5-6:30 pm
On Center 222 St. John's St.
Portland. Call Marilyn Hardy for
information. 767-3909
INNER VISION PAINTING
classes now forming . Personal
instruction by Maine Artist Jane
Wray in her studio. $16 for 2
hours. m-0446.

Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to
fInd out more about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourself, or just to see
who's out there.
Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in

Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can

animals

leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
and leave messages of their own for you!

AKC CHOCOLATE Labrador
PJp6. Outstanding lines. Hips and
eyes clear. Snots, wormed,
dewclaws removed. All papers and
pedigree provided. Excellent pet
hou&e and hunting dogs. $325.
688-4170

To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue,
just follow these simple instructions:
1. Dial 1-900-896-2824 from any toucluone phone.
Each call costs 95¢ per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers. dial access code 22.
3. The machine will ask for a specific number.

Enter the "Il'L' number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. llsten to the recorded message', and leave
your response if you wish.
AD can. ...., .."...,ned. Obscene mess....... ID be deleted.
·~n-to-Penon

"

advertisers may c~ not to
.....can ......I"IIm....._ .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.././

WHY ISN'T

YOUR

Gay Matching!
Il:L!lUJJc!l~~.r

Yr. ./.. Ci) /

'

~ ~tM0:?-~

800·633·6969

AD
HERE?
775-6601
call toclayl

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

music lessons
STUDY PIANO, composition, or
music theory with New Yorktrained, claSSIcal composer/pianist
Elliott Cherry. All ages and levels.
Looking forward to the smile on
your chIld's face. Adults welcome.
772·2442

• CarlDimow

flutist/ guitarist
instructo r at

Colby College
& Waynfl ete

Compatibles
" Th e Dating Service That (arcs"

You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today.
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just anothe r
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free
consulta tion.

767-1366
Portland

783-1500
Aubu rn

Always imitated but never equaled.

761-4569

~~~.

1·900·646·4646
Liaten to thou.. nd. of Voice Ada recorded
by SEX'" Men & Women who went to
mHt YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. fun - _ y
and Include. Voicemall for extre privacy.
1l.45Imln. Fr ee info: l -BOO-9Z7-INFO, Ext. 5715

GUITAR

LESSONS
from punK:.. w fun~
fr()m 6e-6up

t()

fiip -Iiop ...

Jeff Weinberger
772-0208

22

GIsa! &y Wttkly

roommates
SOUTH PORTUND BY owner
3BR ranch, with living room, dining
room, balh and kitchen. Complel~
updaled. On bus line, close to
sd100Is and '-:hes. $t 17,000. Cal
799-1826
CONTEMPORARY YR-ROUND
or seasonal home in Belgrade I..ak8s
area. Light·filled, pine floors,
beams, large porch. Arlists,
wrilers, dreamers, Augusla
commuters ... lhis one's picture
periect. $52,900 call 767-4437

PEAKS ISLAND
WINTER RENTALS
Sept. - May
• 4BR on wate,!,.
oillwood $7w+
• 3BR with view, elec/Wood
$475+
• 3BR great for family, oil
$550 + neg.
• 3, 3BR's with view, oil
$450;$575;$600

ASHMORE REALTY
766-2981

102 EAST PROM Apt: 2 large
BRs, 2 full baths, parXing, storage,
wal~to-wall, new appliance, ocean
views, pets allowed. Avail.
immedialely. $800 includes all utiis.
879-7\)38 Tim.

SOUTH PORTLAND: Sunny, clean
2BR apts for rent. Laundry,
parking, lots of closet space, very
quiet, convenient localJOn. $50055OImonth plus uti Is. Sorry no
pets. 799-9265

WEST END-2, 2BR apts, 1st and
3rd floors, lone, hardwood floors,
lots of windows. $650 + utils. '3
wall to wall, skylight in balh. Lots
of privacy. $600 + uti Is. Both
located in a v8l'f friendly, artistic
and peacelul bUilding. relerences
required. Call $co" at 761-5832,
w+d and parking included. Avail.
Oct. 1st

PORTLAND 2-3BR hardwood
floors, decks, fully applianced,
working fireplace, 10 minutes walk
to MMC and USM. $6OOJm0nth +
utils. Security deposit Call 8742448

Join several olher Artists, Photographers, CraftspefSOlls
and Art-Related people in this downtown building .
exclusively devoted to the Arts. High cetings, snks Nl
each studio. All util~ies, low rental rates- 799-7890 or 799-4759.

-.1:

ARTIST'S STUDIO
announces several

,

,
I

'

,

,

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted,
Saco. Brigh~ sunny apt on the Saco
River. Everything included. NIS,
AA or Alcohol and drug frae.
$300. 284-9460.
FEMALE HOUSEMATES wanted
for beautiful, fully-fumished home
on the water in Harpswell.
Spectacular setting. 10 min from
Brunswick and Bath. NIS, no pats.
$400 monthly and share ot utils.
Call 729·6062

Downtown Storefront- Completely renovated. Join busy
bookstore in this highly visible, high foot-traffic area on
Congress Street. 2000 sq ft, 165 ft sheetrock Wall, high
ceiling. Ideal for Art Gallery, Frame Shop, Boutiques, etc.
Very reasonable renl, TURNKEY- ready to occupy. 799-7890.

OPENINGS
from $100 a month alt
Inclusive. We even have
several bay view suites
available. 24 hour access,
no hidden costs. A
building totally devoted
to the visual arts.

RESERVE for
September or move
in todayll

SMALL EFFICIENCY- sized
conage in beautiful se"ing on the
water in Harpswell. Ideal for
studiO, office or compact living
space. $275lmonth + utlls. Call
729·6062

STUDIO SPACE TO rent. Ideaf
for visual artist, beautitul natural
lights, and penoramic view of
Portland. Schedule and fee
negctiable. Please call 775-1654
and leave message.

799-4759

'Leaming

587 Ocean Ave

through
play"

Portland, ME

775-0413

WAY OF WOMEN

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER

A$

Treatment ror Addictions, ACOA Issues, and Co-dependcncy
Jndividuals, Groups and Couples

STROUDWATER ItOUSEMATE
NIS F wanted to share home with
prot. maie. You get all the amenities
and 2 large rooms upstairs. Greet
neighborhood, large treed yard off
Audobon sanctuary. Storage,
laundry, parking, $350 + 112 utlls.
773·8618
SUNNY, SPACIOUS 2BR apt to
share with profl F (30's). NIS.
USM neighborhood. WID, lots of
storage, $2751month + 112 utils +
sec. dep. Avail 1011. 773-9656

a. circle of women we shall reclaim our feminine

Lucy Co Chudzik
207-761-9096

Conveniently located 011 Rt Ion the Falmouth!PortllRd line
AFTER KINDERGARTEN
CARE (transportation
provided from area schools)
DAYCARENURSERY
Fun, Part-time
SCHOOl
Flexible Schedules
NOWI DROP-IN CARE
(preregistration necessary)
ages 21.2-7
We are located in the beautifully restored former
Cummings School ~h an adjacent new playground. We
provide a secure, nurtunng environment which
stimulates children's natural development

Kahleen McKuaJ, MA.. Junglan-based Therapy for Women

YOUR

call .todayl

Casco Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an
energetic Oassified Salesperson to join our team.
We are looking for a creative self-starter to
aggressively sell classified display and line advertising as well as handle a variety of other duties. You
;nust be organized and possess excellent Interpersonal and telephone skills. While primarily a
telemarketing position, some administrative duties
are reqUired. Familiarity with Madntosh computers
a plus.
This position pays a base salary plus commission
and benefits.
lf you are an enthusiastic team player please send
resume and letter detailing why you would like to
work for Casco Bay Weekly to:

187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
Attn:Holly Lynn, Advertising Sales Manager
./
'---~~----~--~----~

PERSON WITH CAR needed M-f,
2:30-5:30 alternate weeks. pick up
children at school and supervise in
afternoon. Must be dependable and
like children. Please call m-4312.

PART-TIME CHILDCARE
Teacher. 2-6 pm, Mon-Friday.
Begins 1011. Exparience with bolh
preschoolers and 6-10 year olds
necessary. Resumes on~ to: Peaks
Island Child Care Center, PO Box
POSITION
AVAILABLE 7, Peaks Island, ME, 04108. By
$61hour. Telemarketing Depl, 9114.
part-time. Fraepon Kar Klean.
Contact Randy 865-1715

wanted
EMPLOYMENT WANTED: 26
year old male Chnstlan seeks
apprenticeship management
position in service. Good work
history, people-oriented skills.
Supervisory experience, college
background. Excallenl references
available upon request. Please
phone. 892·6638

WINDHAM, 3BR Lake home kir
year round rent 1 acre, garage,
wid hook-up, deck, fireplaces,
Avail. now. Woodlelectric haat.
$675/month winter, $1OOOlmonth
summer. 879-1886

FEMALE NIS would like to
houses it in Falmouth area from
OcDber to June. Excallent refs will
be provided. Contact Sue 7814184

781-5041

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
SarahJ.Bulley,LCSW

MUSEUM QUAUTY or acid free
malts cut and assembled for your
show. Custom work, ·fasl
lurnaround, best quality and
reasonable. Call Monica Delehanty
at 772·4635.
COLlfGE STUDENT with truck
aYailmte D do odd jobs and moving.
Very handy and can lix most
anything. Exparienced mover who
will move you for less. 774-2159,
alytme
STORAGE FACILITY. Near
Dunstan Comer. Safe, dry, secure
storage. Lowest rates. Call
between 9am and 12noon. Call Dan
883-6635

BAR OF SOAP
PUB
LAUNDRY
28 Milk Street

$1 Draft

Proprietor
Mark
"Unarmed"

H
I

D
E
R

HAND WASH
IS BACK
RV's, Trucks & Vans
welcome
Bradlee's
Shopping Center
Westbrook

LETfER BY LE'ITER
1-800-827-8010

773-4772

-rHE ACCELERATOR"
Loan Accelerator
System

Junk car and truck removal
Any condition
car carrier available
CALL 774-0268

• subslanllallnleresl
savings
• shorter loan term
• no quallflcallons
• no rellnanclng costs

ard sales
YARD SALE 97 Danmouth 51.
Sat and Sun. Sept 8 and 9. 9:003:00. Children's clothing and Dys
of excallent quality. BoysiHI, Glris
8-14. Antqua dresser and more.

:
t

t
t

counselor, hypnotist, psychic
by appoinlmenl 871-0032

personal developmellt classes
relaxatioll, healillg, meditati01t, psychic

• ' _ , . , . _ _ _ i ....

"...,~~_"_..__ , _ .. ...- ..... _

- .. _

.. _ " . . . . . . . . . . ...... - ' - - ' -- _ _ _

Ed Chanin

Call Mark S. Hider
772-1512

RATES & FINE PRINT

~gr.

i

I

___________________________________________________________

RATES
All chlrgesar, per

_"t.
IndMduai

BusIness

$7.00

S 9.00

9.00
11.00

11.00
13.00

.15

.20

Up to 30 words
31-(5 words
46-60 words
Each additional word
after 60

Name ______________________________________________
Address
City, Zip
Phone (days)' _____________ (eves)___________
.J

Tolal Number of Weeks __________________
Basic Rate ___________________

+ Extra Words at _ ,

Each ______...:......_________

CBW Box $5.00/Wk ________________

I

t

Carego~--------------------

846-0800

individuals • couples. groups • workshops
consultations • suoervision

WOMEN'S HEALING ADVEN11JRES
Play and Childhood Stories • Sacred Art
Energy and Our Bodles
3 full day workshops

781-5639

NanciSbdUerRace,~

775-2833

Joan E. Herzog, RD, i l l
Nutrition Specialist· Registered Dietitian

Complete payment must accompany all advertising.
NO REFUNDS. There is a $10 charQe for all
returned checks.
Bring Dr mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
ClaSSified Dept.
187 Clarll Street
Portland, ME 04102
Monday·Friday 9 to 5
or call 775-6601

Talking Personal Line _ _ _ _
N_o_C_h_a_rg;:;..e_ ___

WHAT IS A WORD?
A... nlil 1ll1IIiH. . , wonIwlll. " Ills , spllCllllIII ........
A, ..... _ _ is ... wont. PlKllltiooo is "".

MUltifly cost by number
o wesklld will run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ERRORS

TOTAL DUE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o Cnack Dr Money Order Inclosed
Card'

o VISA

Elp_ data

0 MasterCard

caw l1li11l1li111 liaWe fDrallJlJIIaIlIII*Il tmIII, D.iaioM,
Ofellan. . ill tile III wltldl ~D 10 ,lied'" nilit or conlllll of
tltllII Dr .....ItiaIIJ • • tItI _niatt.

REFUNDS
Claaifie~

11111.. _ ....IIIIWe. C..it wi. lie ....... 1

liable l111li .........lel1lli_.

\ Love Too Much or Are Not Loved
Enough, a twelve week, coA\ facilitated therapy group. For
mora information call Waite Maclin
773-1314 Sarah J. Bulley 8719256.
SUPPORT GROUP for men and
women: Exchange faligue and
thought addictions for energy and
self-esteem, through use of
raiaxation, meditation, and psychic
direction I Weekly meetings. Call
Carole Curran, Director 8710032.

fl-lEN You WOIJLD HEAR THE MOMS START
FOR. IKE SHRIMPS AND TH~N THE
St-IRtl'olPS COME YelLING FOR '::Iou. How
YOl.\ WERE GOING 10 GET IT IF You D
COME HOME. ONE MO~E ClGA~mE. ONE
Mo~E \-lope THAT AT lHe LAST MINUTe:
You CoULD ALSO GET A IMKE oVT. BIG
PEAL IF You GoT IN TR.ouBLE BECAUSE
THE FE~LING IS So WORTH IT.
CALLING

WITH TONY B'j THE FENCE.
I COl/LD HEAR THE VOICE OF,M'j SISTER
COMING CLOSER_ 011 THE BRA(ES OF
TONY ON /1'1'1 LIPS/I-\IM PLISHING UP

MINE WAS

A.bAINST ME. THAT THING OF PLEAS E
Goo pym HIE Bl.iTI"ON ON TIME LET
ME. NEVER I-\~VE 10 GO BACk \-loME.

10DY MASSAGE Enrich your lile
thro"9h the benefits of massage.
NOUrish yourself by imprOVing
circulalion, detoxification,
increaSing body awareness and
relaxing rour bodylmlnd. Call
Pamela Richards MsT. at 7756636
FOR A COMPLETE lisling of
workshops, retreats, seminars:
JOURNEY INTO SOULMAKING
THE E NNE A G RAM M
ENCOUNTERING SELF IN
NATURE DRAWING AS A WAY
OF SEE 100 call Dwinell & Hall at
799-1024.

stuff for sale

I@)

Adult and Teen Weight Loss Groups to Sun Next Week

YALE FORK LIFT 2 ton gasoline,
hard 'res, 6 cylinder, great shape,
$3750.00. Can 761-0765

30 Milk Street, Suite 200
Portland, Maine

828-1310

MS. BAXTER
Spiritual Reader and Advisor
on all problems of life
sick, cotlfuse~ baving
family difficulties or separatedfrom
loved ones?
No problem too big or too small
that I cannot help with.

1-800-327-1126
Free psychic
Guaranteed
readJng by phone
results
We are pleased to announce the opening of

for aduUsfrom dysfunctionalfamates

Check One ",0 ..0
COST PER WEEK _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

:
\ MEN AND WOMEN. People Who

FOR SAl.£: Double size bed sheets,
$2.50, single size, $1, slacks, $3,
blouses, $2, beth robe, $3, dress,
$2, aprons, .75, white 1 gal plaslic
oon1ainer, $1, 4 gal. pails. $3, 8653993

PDUCY

caw will III prilllia tIIIt MIl to III, Of setl ....1senices
IorIlClIIY or loan, orllflwita ~IIIJ-IIIIIIIIIII. CIWwill
III prill ..11.1111 1IreeI11hI_," phone ..... il till
PERSO/I TO PERSoiI . .iooo. PERSOfj TO PERSOfj lIfwtIilBlI
..II ,iller prw;'., PIlI 0IIic1 IGI ••.., ill tlllll' III er ... tItI
caw 101 SenicII. All illlonlltiol_lIi.. PERSON TO PERSOII
'"lIIilBlIlI kllll slriclY COIfideIIiII. caw __ tItI rigltl to
call1OriZl, ..... or lIIif 1111 •• 10 illllll"lPriall IIInIuI, .11:.

774-8149

LtHfU1_b"'Y,-lr'-ily, M.A

NUfRITION SOLUTIONS

DEADUNES

_lit' TlllrMIy'1l1W1P1111f.

n,,,i>lIr,,

NEW ONGOING THERAPY GROUP forming now.
Are you tired of silting and talking? Do you want a therapy
which is dynamic and powerful? An approach which
addresses aU of you- mind • body • spirit. em.0ti0ns?
Core EnergetJcs with Pam Chubblck, MA, CBT

ANEW
CO-DEPENDENCY/INNER-CHILD
TREATMENT PROGRAM

M.

l

ASTROLOGY READINGS
, Maine
883-9255

Rosie Byrer, MEd

Let us write lyrical, lucid, and letter-perfect personal
and business letters for you! Speeches, ceremonies,
and messages to mark special occasions, too!

depression • addictions

\

.: Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP \

Monday to Saturday 8-5

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS?

FREE FREE FREE

addictions· dealh-dyitlg • healing' spirilual
success· personal and business

Scarborou

Tom &Jerry's
Car Wash

ccnilled therapist
personal growth. grwf

---------------------------,

:

WAS !I-\E LAST NIGI-\TS OF SU/flI'I'oep
AND ALL OF IJS WENT INTO THIS THING
OF COMING ONTo THE PLAIjFtELD UP AT
SELMER AFTE~ DINNER. SOMETIMES
THE SHRIMPS WERe PLA'jING kicK BALL
BuT MOSTL'j EV'CR~ONE KIJNG O\)T ON
THE STEpS.
IT

TH£It~ WAS S"rroKING AND DARE-YoUS"
TO: CLtMB THE SCHOOL, TELL EMBAPRASSING DETAILS" OF YOVt{ LIFE) CHV6
A WHOLE BOTTLE OF TAB. fN THE DARK
SOMETIMES SOMEBoO~ AND SoMEBODY
ELSE WOVLD Go FOr<. A LAST MAKE-OVT
IN THE BlISHES,OR TELL A STORy you
NEVER HEARD BEFORE A80ur A THING
So SAD. WE HtJNG OIJT ON T\-IE STEPS
GE1fING A t6HT FE~LING.
~~

RF.AIIfY THERAPY

Wonie~ trouble~

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL 775-6601

Approved by Maine Dept. Ed.
Nurse's CElis. Member APR
ABMP affiliated school. Please
call for information.

871-9256

TUTORING: I am a young college
., grad who can WDr your child in HS
Math, Chemistry, and History.
Please call Chris in S. Portland at
79U161, leave a message.

Casco
Bav
""EEKLY

Groups b~D.lnnlng mid-September

Psychotherapist

CUSTOM SEWING, alterations.
Enjoy beautilul clothing and
partee! fil regardless 01 your size
and shape. Free consultation,
reasonable rates. 767-4072

employment

Our 160 hour Polarily Therapy
Certification Program meets
one weekand a month for 7
monlhs, beginning October.
The r~m covers all aspects
o po .ty therapy with an
emphasis on parsonaJ
transformation.

Treatment lor addictions and co-dependency
Help w~ self-alienation and shame
Individuals, couples and groups

• Life TrllffSU_ • Rdallooosbip Addld_.
• Self Est_ / Empow_ • Gvldetl RepllrerJtI"g

PERSONAL ERRAND Service for
busy people. Grocery shopPing,
laundry, light housekeeping, ndes,
meal prep., etc. Excellent
References, reasonabfe rates. Call
Joanne 856-6042

AD
HERE?
775-6601

Brooke Alexander, M. Div.
Pastoral Counselor

SELf-ESTEEM: A sense of one's
own dignity and worth, the
oomenstone In the foundation upon
which we build to become wellrounded, oontent, and successful
,participants in Life. Lack of se~
esteem means years of untapped
pot8l)tiaf and limited living. A group
IS being formed for those who need
enhancement, ~uPl'0rt and
development In thIS cntlCSl ar88.
Piease call 772-6892 for more
information.

biz services

WHY ISN'T

r CLASSIFIED SALESPERSON

LESBIAN COUNSELING group.
A weekly counseling group for
women who wish to explore
themse~es more fully. Group will
begin Tuesday September 11 at
5:30r.m at ~32 St. John St,
Port and. Cost is $70Imonth.
Group will be co-led by. 2
therapists. For more InformatIOn,
please call 775-7927 and leava
message.
Confidentiality
respected.

by Lynda Barry

Polarity Therapy is the healing
science of aligni:C; living
energy fields of the
. k is Ihe
haallng art of r8COQnizing and
working with the hfe force 10
brillQ aboullhe highest level of
danty, inner truth, and vi1ality.

brochure.

A DEVELOPMENTAL DAY CARE

FEMALE ROOMMATES wanled
for large 3BR apt in a 2 family
houseyard,
on Ocean
Ave. Large
kitchen I~III."'~
and
off·slreel
parking,
sunporch, $233Imonth + 113 utlls.
879-0051.
IF YOU ARE A Lady looking for a
completely furnished apt with
another professional female and
find $325 lor everything
reasonabie, give me a call. 7741398

POLARITY REALIZATION
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Scaiborough, Maine
772-8332 or (508) 356-9376

history and create an experience of deep and personal
connection wilh the divine woman within. Class limited
to six people. Staru mid-September. Call 799-4927 for

477 Congress Street • Portland, ME 04101

M/F N/S roommate wanted 28-40
yrs. To share large Victorian apt,
with hw floors, wid, dishwasher,
porch, yard, basement 30's femaie
and pr- adolescent cat.
$275lmonlh + or negotiable if you
are a ·part-time roommate·. 8791886
SPACIOUS, SUNNY, great
closets I Professional, easYlloing,
NlS to shara 2BR apt in South
Portland. Avail. Oct 1st.
$225lmonth + 112 util. Call 799SEPT. AFTERNOON session for
3685 arrttine. Laava message.
Montessori Pre·school available for
ages 3-7 years. Aftercare available
LARGE SUNNY WEST End apt for children ages k-2nd grade wilh
needs 1 more female roommate. hours 3-5:30. Flexible scheduling.
NIS. 3 cats. Yard in back. Call for Call Casco Bay Montessori School.
Laura or Uz. 871-0110
440 Ocean St, So. Ponland 79~
2400.
SUNNY, NEW 2BR condo in North
Deering to share wilh F
pmfesslOnal or graduate student.
$3351month + 112 uti Is. NIS. Call
797-4368. Laave message.

FEMAlE ROOMMATE wanlBd to
share cozy apl in quiet Westbrook
neighborhood. Must like cats.
$250lmonth includes utils, yard,
and par1<ing. Close to bus ine. Eves
856·0066 or 854-1624.

ARTIST'S STUDIOS

body & soul

body & soul

Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

EASY-GOING, responsible IAIF
wanted to share beautiful, 10 room
Victorian home. Large, sunny,
unfumished bedroom avail. Large
yard, deck, off-street perking,
near Deering HS. $4OOImo. inc all.
775-1658 ieeve message.

MALE HAS 2BR apt, fully
fumished, heat inc. HBO, VCR, 15
min from Wes1bfook. MIF 8927122

for rent

-

CUMBERLAND-NIS F roommate
needed to share 4BR house which
has a wid, large fiving room, a
garage for storage, a large yard
and a Golden Retriever.
$2131monlh + utils + security.
829-4124

childcare

• • • • • • •

9-month, 3-stage program offering
education and insight groups,
experiential therapy, and exploration
of current-life problems .
People who have already begun their
recovery work are welcome to apply for
experiential and current-life groups.
Stage One group begins in September.

• • • • • • •

For more information or to

schedule an assessment interview
Don Kent, lSAC 871-0100
Betsy Hood, MA, LSAC 775-6435

CD PLAYER with programming
and memory features $100.
Perfect condition. Onginally $500.
Call 865-6722 ieeve message.

EARTII fLAG Think Globally, Fly

Local~ o. 4 colors scraened on
blue. 3 x 5' nylon. $25ppd., coHon
$15 ppd. MAINE" PEACE
CAMPAIGN, PO Box 3842,
Portland, ME, 04104 772-0680

READY TO FLY! Red Hawk
Ultralig/lt, enciosed cockpit, push
button start, full aarilons and
flaps. On wheels, with floats.
$6500 or hIo. Catamaran with new
trampiOline and rollerraefing jib.
$900. 799-4305

wheels
1112 VW RABBIT, 4 dr, 4 spd,

factory sunroof. Good body, runs
....1, original owner, well maintaited.
892-5228

lin

VOLKS. SCIROCCO
sunroof, ski rack, amllrn cassette.
Red, black leather interior. New
tiresf1 owner. 83,000 miles. Runs
perfectly- no probfems. $3495
Moving out of state. Call anytime,
79Q-5916
Will TRADE Honda Civic Wagon
with lots of good miles lefl. Will
trade for vacation time on your
Maine isIard horne or your inspected
used truck. 799-7118
1& AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD
All power. Al.llFM cassell8. Great
carl $6900 773-6830
198& SUZUKI GfXR 750, 16,000
miles, exc. condition. $2500 or 1>'0.
Mus1 sell. Lots of extras. Contact
Ed at 854-8868

Dates
Each of the numbers on top of this
can corresponds to a date below.
Using your deductive reasoning
abilities as a guide (and your inherent
fear of botulism as an incentive), see
whether you can match them up_

Sep. 19, 1982
Jan. 22, 1982
July 21, 1982

June 21,1982
Aug. 4, 1982

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 gift certificate from
Alberta's for the first prize winner.
The second prize winner receives a
$15 gift certificate from Lola's Kitchen.
Drawings are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week span. Only
one entry is allowed per person per
week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
must be received by Wed., Sep. 12.
The solution tothis week's puzzle will
appear in the Sep. 20 issue of Casco
Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to:

Real Puzzle 1136
Casco Bay Weekly
187 aarll Street
Portland, Maine 04102

Coops... We printed Real Puzzle

#34, "Cloud Cover," too soon. If we
printed the solution this week, some
of you folks might try too hard to win
swell prizes in other cities and town
where the Real Puzzle is played. We
won't print the solution until the Sep.
27 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.

-
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BOOKS

~
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is now located at
81 Ocean St.,
South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE

~

:

Used &
Out-or-Print Book.
We buy boolm. too.

147 Cumberland Ave
Portland

Please phone Cor hours.

PATIO OU'l'BACK

lID
SEPT 12.16

WED-SAT 6, 9

1.;~;;;
:r
of SPRING
4

'

-

.--------------------

:

10 ElIchanr St. ! Ponland

772·9600

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

Again this
year,
we're
suffering
frofll
•
exceSS1ve
plaque
buildup.
<u

•
•
•
•

Station of the Year
Best Same-day Newscast
Best Election Coverage
Best Sports Special

b11'.'t3!': I
Portland's NewslTalk Station

Our next

Is Sept. 13.
Don't miss the
advertising deadline
on
September 7.
For rates & more
Information call
Holly, Rose or
Maureen at

CascoBav
'\MEEKLY
775-6601
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